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We Hope
You Will Like Us

W ELL, here we are in January; as we said-new clothes
and all. It is hardly a new dress, as you see, only a
little brightening in the old, and we hope you will

just love us for it.
It is really a matter of principle with us. The MISSIONARY

VOICE is against all staleness, and dullness, and drab, and
always for the vital and the vivid-a good, wholesome touch
of color in life, color in thinking that warms into conviction,
a little dash in daring, the glow of sound sentiment, color
in action that makes the energy, the bonhomie, the joy, the
good red blood of enthusiasm in service.

Then we want the VOICE to be the most attractive thing that
our good old Uncle Sam btings to your mail.box.

The women of the Missionaty Society, loyal always-loyal,
anyway, deserve the best there is in the bealitiflil.

When a little boy in the vestibule of a big church recognized
the editor, and, asked if he read the VOICE, answered that he
saw the pictures, the editor chuckled his delight, and could
have hugged him.

Our men are busy-preachers and all. The laymen think
they have time only to glance at the morning daily, and the
editor hears it said that is all they. do.

Well, who knows? With the pictures to catch the eye in
our 'gravllre, and the legends to tell the story at a glance, even
our busy business men, maybe, will read as they run, and
after a while, intrigued by our pleasing aspect, will begin to
follow us through.

We are in the midst of the Voice Campaign-in the middle
of it at this writing. Now is the time for our friends all down
the line to speed up with full steam ahead-mix in the color,
the glowing, good red, and really to strain and sprint a little
in our plan· to put the subscription. list a long way forward
at the end of February!

Concerning the
General Conference
I F we had not looked at the calendar, we should sense it in

the air-the General Conference is comiilg! A little agita.
tion is inevitable, and as it should be, since the General Can.
ference brings-our one chance in the quadrennium of im.
provement-progress by way of change.

And there are things pending, as always. The report on
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the Constitution is to come, the educational plan of reorganiza.
tion and correlation involving us all, memorials pertaining to
"overhead" expense, the "tenure" of Bishops, "correlation"
of elements in the local congregation, financial plans for "spe.
cials," "assessments," "budgets," and who knows what?

It would be strange if the Mission Board should altogether
escape the liability to change.

All along from time to time there have come changes in
the organization of that Board, vital and often far-reaching,
and most of the changes have made for improvement. And
if anybody now is looking for a way to improve the Board's
organization, its plan of work, economy in operation without
cutting down efficiency, the officials in these offices-the editor
is close to them, and knows pretty well their mind, everybody
around here is not only agreeable, but will eagerly join with
him in the quest.

However, we would be afraid of change for the sake of
change. We are not that keen for new things. If there is
something that is working, we would especially like to hold
on to that; and the "January.February Cultivation Plan" of
work really is working. The plan has been close to us all
along in the quadrennium, and as the General Conference
comes on, it naturally gets more serious consideration.

So far as the editor has heard, there is not a member of the
Mission Board staff who is not enthusiastically for the present
plan. At Lake Junaluska, in a conference of Conference mis.
sionary secretaries and officials last summer, men who know
the missionary situation as perhaps no other equal number of
men in the Church, an hour was given to the consideration
of this subject, and as far as the editor, who was present in
the conference, could judge, there was not a member· of that
body that was not definitely for it.

We Praise the Bridge
That Brings Us Over

A 11 the above for the best of reasons. We praise tlle
, \ bridge that brings us over; and it looks like a demonstra.

tion. The January.February plan, with its freewill offering
at the close has-well, just glance at the summing up: It has
enabled the Board of Missions to handle a distressing debt;
to work, as perhaps has never been true before in the history
of the Board, on a cash basis; to balance the missionary budget
at the beginning of the year and to operate without a solitary
deficit; to hold the lines and really to make some advance.
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Within the quadrennium about seventy-five missionaries have
been sent out to the various fields, and a substantial amount
added to the home mission appropriation.

In a word, the plan has come, as we believe, in the provi
dence of God, to rescue the missionary enterprise of the
Church from the disastrous slump coming in the ebb-tide fol
lowing the Centenary, and further; to give us what our Board
of Missions has craved, but never had before, what no other
board in this country has in equal measure, a way of direct
and cultural approach to the people for the most Christian
thing there is-a real opportunity to maintain and carry on in
the future on a plan that is educational and Christian.

During the Months
Of January and February

T HE January-February campaign is now almost a habit.
In a few days we shall be entering the fifth year of the

s:ries. We really had done it one year before this quadren
filum.

At first some of our people seemed not to understand that
it was a continuing order, thinking that it was to meet an
emergency, and was only an experiment for the first year.
The second year some eyebrows went up in a momentary jolt
of surprise, that it was coming again. The third year it was
expected and seemed settling down into the thought of the
preachers and of the churd1es.

And that is as it should be, since the "plan" is set out in
the express terms of the Discipline. Of the Presiding Elder
.it is said: "The Presiding Elder shall lay plans for a district.
wide observance of intensive missionary cultivation"; of the
pastor: "Through the months of January and February he shall
conduct a missionary cultivation, seeking to educate and inspire
his people concerning the evangelization of the world"; and
of the layman, by strong implication, certainly, "During the
months of Januaty and February a special missionary campaign
shall be conducted in every congregation.

The Presiding Elder has rallied right royally to the call.
There were probably not half a dozen districts in the con
nection last year that did not hold the Missionary Institute.

The pastor is always expected at the Institute, and can
usually be counted on, unless he is sick or otherwise detained.

As for the laymen, well, the laywoman is nearly always at
the Institute, a good block of intelligent interest right in the
middle of the distrier gathering, sympathetic and stimulating.
But the layman has been a little disappointing. He is busy
in his church work and busy outside, busy perhaps as never
before in our ,recollection, and it is not easy for him to go
anywhere that does not come within a rigid schedule.

If for the Institutes the secretary-editor should venture a sug
gestion with special urgency, it would be that our capable and
influential business men take a day off in January and come in
their cars to wait and counsel-to watm over their enthusiasm
at the missionary fires in the District Institutes.

There Is No Easy Way To Do
The Hardest Thing There Is
HUMAN nature is disposed to change, especially when

. there are burdens that press, or even elements in the
situation that irk and pinch a little. The January-February
plan has worked very well, but it has not always been con
venient or easy.

The pastor must come Out of his cozy study on a cbld day
in January and bring the people with him, if he can, to the
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institute; must take his literature and distribute it; put on the
book-p"t o"t the book, and colleer a quarter for it, if he can';
attend all sorts of meetings when other things press, and
finally, is expected to put on the every member canvass for
the freewill offering when he has already conducted one
canvass for the expenses of the church, and there are other
calls continally coming.

The business man, especially, is irritated by the contin"al
coming, and begs for "simplification," "~nification," some
easement for his burdens.

In a time of organization and machinery like ours, the sug
gestion is always at hand. Our first thought is of standardiza.
tion and of some machine to make easy what to personality
is hatd. We must make everything easy, and if a thing turns
out to be hard, it must be wrong, and we go aronnd it by
changing it.

.The Servant Is Not Better
Than His Master
WELL, on the face of it, the thing we are working with

could never be easy. The salvation of the whole world
is the most unselfish thing conceivable, and so, while the best
thing, it is in its very nature the hardest thing to do.

To do the things outside of our churches in the homeland
some say the most pressing missionaty thing there is, to make
the pagan part of America Christian, how could that be easy?

To cross the seas, go out into other lands, build schools and
hospitals and churches;· teach in the schools and preach in the
churches, and especially, in all our work to show the love
of Jesus our Lord-that is not easy.

But coming closer home, perhaps the biting edge of our
problem in cultivation is our need for money. The missionary
gives his life, but does it so ungrudgingly and joyously thar
he does not feel the pain.

But when we give our money, and in inverse proportion to
rhe amount we give, do we stew and sweat and strain. On the
face of it, this is the money problem: 2,500,000 Southern
Methodists giving out of every church dollar ninety cents to
the Church at home, five cents out of every dollar to Home
Missions and five cents out of the dollar to Foteign Missions.

I F we see things in the light of the New Testament-as
Jesus saw them, would it be ~unthinkable to say that the

case should be revetsed, and we- should be giving five cents
to save ourselves and ninety cents out of the chutch dollar
to carry the Gospel into regions that are beyond?

Or if while no less Christian, such an inversion would seem
Out of all practical reason, should we not make it at least
fifty.fifty, giving fifty cems out of the dollar to make and keep
Christian ourselves and fifty cents to carry the Gospel to a
half.billion people that have not heard?

It is perfectly easy to see that a task like that is not light,
and cannot be made light. The difficulty is not in the plan,
but in the thing itself. Whether done in Janullry or Decem
ber, in Mayor September, it is sacrificial, and is not easy.

In Corinthians there are people who gave their money, but
'first gave themselves'. That was not easy.

The missionary sails over the seas, and planting his life
down into the life of an alien people, separates himself by
halfway around the world from the things earthly that he
holds dear. That is not easy.

Jesus our Lotd came a foreign missionary to earth. From
Bethlehem to Calvary he went, working out his redeeming
plan, and of that plan He said, "I have a baptism to be
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By Henry Barnett

:Ai[issionaries
Who are these
That run along the highways of the world
And seek its meanest suburbs with their feet?
They are the troubadours of God,
Blowing an airy melody along earth's aisles
As solid as the masonry of dreams.
They are the wise eccentrics
Who reason with divine hilarity.
They are the canny merchants
Who buy the hearrs of nations for their Prince.
They are the vivid railors
Who push the rhreads of ages through their hands.
They are the white militia
Who take no blood, to spill it, save their own.
They are the blessed coolies
Who lift the loads of folly on their backs
And dump them into truth's dissolving streams.
They are the blithe outrunners
Who trek the world's long reaches for old trails
Whereon to lay the pavement of new years,
They are the grave cross.carriers
Who bear stern wooden gibbets on their backs
And nail their loves and treasures to the beams.
They are our princely brothers,
Born of the womb which bore us,
Who speak for us amid the courtS of life.

Bishop Cannon intimately from
college day s. He never
knew him once to trim or
tire in a moral issue. Nor
has he waited for the great
human causes to look him
up. He has sought them,
attached himself to them,
and fought with unrelenting
valor until he has won in a
leadership much beyond his
fellows.

If Peter Awakens
In Mexico
I SCARCELY know how it

is that that country and
its people have gotten so
strong a hold on my affec.
tions." So romances Dr.
Winton in a. recent issue of
the Nashville Adl'Ocate. In
particular, Dr. \XTinton thinks
well of President Partes Gil.
"I found myself wishing that
his terrri of office," says Dt.
Winton, "which expires next
February did not end so
soon," This quiet man is
peace.loving, but no weak.
ling, or else how should his
government have won in the
Church controversy?

Right thinking Protest.
ants will feel that perhaps
the government of Mexico
has no more truly won than
has the Roman Catholic
church-against herself and
her mediaeval spirit. Other
Carholic states were watch.

ing the outcome in Mexico, hoping the government might win.
The author of "While Peter Sleeps" confesses a real agita.

tion within the heart of Romanism, a sincere conviaion on
the part of many more liberal Catholics, that Romanism is
her own worst enemy, and that, especially in America, there.
is taking place a process of liberalization in which alone lies
Ro'ma.nism's hope of continued influence and usefulness in
the world.

The great majority of people in Mexico are Catholic. The
Roman Catholic church throughout its long and influential
history has been loyal to the fundamental doctrines of Chris.
tianity. Protestantism is sympathetic with any movement that
would wake her up, make her cognizant of her perversions and
weaknesses and make her more Christian.

vation, did his work with the most industrious, painstaking
and enthusiastic interest. Difficult missionary problems he
faced on the field-in Cuba, Mexico and Africa-giving to his
service always the hand of a strong and skilled administrator.

In the Board of Missions thete has never been .a question
of policy raised that Bishop Cannon did not make at once
his own, and in all the years of his connection with the Board
he has never once failed to suppOrt the Board's bravest
proposal for advance.

The editor has known

baptised with, and how am I straitened until it is accom·
plished," .That was not easy. And if in any remote way we
fill up that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ, there
is no easy way.

Bishop Cannon
Did Not Run Away

T HE critics of Bishop Cannon have been saying that
'he foresaw the evil in Virginia and hid himself'

by a quite sudden departure
to Brazil.

If his critics had known
him better - perhaps they
did know him, and they
were willing to misrepresent
him, as always-well, any.
body'who has known Bishop
Cannon for the last genera.
tion, in the public life of
our land and the Church, foe
equally with friend, knows
that whatever he might do,
he would never dodge an
Issue.

He did not do it in his
trip to Brazil. Bishop Can.
non is in charge of the Can.
ferences in that Southern
land, three great Confer.
entes, and was simply taking
his responsibility and going
to hold the Conferences.

In this trip he was follow.
ing consistently what his
close friends know has been
the deepest loyalty of his
life. Bishop Cannon, when
a young preacher, volun.
teered to go as a missionary,
but on the health record of
his family, the Mission
Board felt that it would
not be safe to send him
abroad.

This experience with the
Board never for a moment
dampened his ardor. If any.
thing, it became a pent up
passion-a continuous driv.
ing force in his life.

When he owned a paper in Virginia, it was wide open to

the missionary appeal, not only allowing but inviting the
warmest and most powerful presentation in its pages. When
meetings innumerable were being held in the Virginia Confer.
ence, Bishop Cannon, holding no official relationship to them,
would somehow always manage to show up. When he was
asked to speak, he would do so, but whether officially on the
program or not, was present, to lend a hand.

During the Centenary he took his tum among the Bishops,
speaking in the churches and delivering appeals worthy the
best tradition of our missionary history.

'W1fen he became Bishop, he had missionary assignments
from the beginning. These assignments he took cheerfully,
and as this writer knows from his personal and official obser.
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Methodi!t Church, Juiz de Fora,
Minas, Brazil

A group of boarding stu
dents of Centenary College,

Santa Maria, Brazjl

Rev. Cesar Dacorso Fjlho, Pastor Methodist
Church, Juiz de Fora, Minas, Brazil

The Outlook for -
More Progress was made during

during the first nineteen years

W ATCHMAN, what of che nighc? ... The morning
cometh." What of che furore of Christianity in
Brazil, It is bright with, promise. Take, for instance,

our own Methodist work. More progress was made during
che lasc conference year chan during the first nineteen years
of our history in Brazil. At the session of the Annual Confer.
ence in 1895, nineteen yeats after the arrival of Dr. J. J. Ran.
som, the total membership reported was 1,260, and the total
contributions for the year amounted to $4,268.00. During
the last conference year, 2,111 members were received by
baptism and profession of faith, while contributions for all
purposes amounted to $144,926.00. Of this amount $39,
300.00 was for pastOral support. The net gain in membership
was 1,236.

If an equal gain in membership had been registered through
out the connection, we would have reported a net increase 01
abour 218,000 instead of less than 13,000. If such had been
the case, who dare say that the loud trumpet would not have
been heard throughout the land and around the world? And
yet, the linle band of workers in Brazil is not satisfied, sees
no room for boasting, feels that results should have been far

By CLAUDE L SMITH

;,;reacer, is girding up its loins for a more determined eHore,
expeccs in the near future marvelous advancement of all in
cerests of the Kingdom, believes that the Lord is yet mighty
in battle, that Calvaty is not yet obsolete, has not lost its
significance, nor the Nazarene his power to save.

The last minutes of the three Annual Conferences in Brazil
show a total membership (not including probationers) of
15,690, chat during che year, as has already b~en said, 2,111
were received by baptism and profession of faith, that 1,847
infants were baptised, that in the 298 Sunday Schools 16,634
pupils wece enrolled and cared for by 1,335 officers and
teachers, that chere ace 94 Woman's Missionaty Societies wich
3,098 members, 24 Young Woman's Missionary Societies with
669 members, 63 Epworth Leagues with 2,602 members and
42 Juvenile Leagues with 1,213 members.

We present these statistics just to show what has already
been accomplished and the foundations on which we base our
hopes for the future. These figures deal only with Methodism.

"
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Young Men's Bible Class,
Byrd Memorial Church,

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Rev. Oaude L. Smith

Christianity in Brazil
the last Conference year than

of our history tn Brazil Gladys Carolyn, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
C. L. Smith, three and a half years old

Other denominations are equally successful In Christian en·
deavor.

We have an interboard-interdenominational Committee on
Co.operation which is composed of representatives appointed
by the various boards of missions and national churches.
This committee is bringing about a more cordial understand.
ing and effeerive co.operation among the various evangelical
groups on the field. Only two bodies refuse to co.operate
one because of its doerrine as to the mode of baptism and
consequent closed communion, apd the other because of its
insistence on observing Saturday as the Lord's Day.

T 0 say that the country is wide open and ripe for evangel.
istic work is but to repeat what everybody at all acquainted

with the simarion alr~ady knows. Respectful attention to the
preaching of the word can be had almost anywhere the Gospel
is known. Street meetings can be held in large cities such as
Rio and Sao Paulo. without fear- of dismrbance, unless it be
the shout or whisrle of some street gamin, who in almost all
patts of the world considers it his privilege to amuse himself
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at the expense of organized society. Usually he passes along
with only slight dismrbance.

Of course, in rhe small interior towns where the Gospel is
not yet widely known, fanatical priests stir up the people to

aers of disrespeer and many times violence, but this also is
passing. Not because the priests are any more reconciled, but
because a more liberal day is dawning. The people are getting
a larger vision. Clerical Rome is always the same. Bibles are
still gathered and burned in public places by those who declare
them to be false book~, though one of the most widely used
versions among Brazilian Protestants is the Figueiredo Edition,
translated from the Vulgate by a Roman Catholic priest, Rev.

. Antonio Pereira de Figtleiredo, and approved by Queen Maria
II in 1842 after consultation with the Patriarch Archbishop
eleer of Lisbon.

The demand for the Bible is so great that the Bible societies
find it difficult to supply half their customers. The Methodist
Press (of which the writer is general manager), for lack of
Bibles and New Testaments, is not able co fill half the orders
received.
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There is a growing demand on our press for evangelical
literature, of' which the larger pan is distribured in Brazil,
though small quantities are sent to the United States, Madeira,
Portugal, and both East and West Portuguese Africa.

Our press is publishing annually about nine million pages
of Sunday School literature, and in addition, thousands of
books dealing with some chase of Christianity. Besides this
vast volume of religious literature, we publish many text.books
for use in theprimaty and secondaty, as well as the normal
schools. Last year we printed and bound 28,000 of such books.
Se~eral of them, including two on pedagogy, have been
adopted by the Committee on Public Instruaion of the State
of Sao Paulo, and one of them by several other states as' far
separated as Amazonas, the extreme ,nonhern state of the
Republic, and Rio Grande do Sui, bordering on Argentine
and Uruguay.

In this work alone we are making a contribution of incal.
culable benefit to the development of the nation. Indeed, an
unusually large proponion of text-books available were written
by evangelicals. These range from the primers up to Algebra,
Geometry and Psychology. The Depanment of Public Instruc
tion approved and authorized their use on merit alone. They
in no way touch on religion. This is a by.product of evan.
gelical work and a contribution of tremendous value to the
development of the country.

Besides school.books and those of a purely religious char
acter issued by our publishing 110use, we print many others,
some of them written by rhe most illustrious Brazilian authors.
These, of course, are sold in all first class bookstores, as are
also the biographies of David Livingstone and John G. Paton.
The daring of these great missionaries appeals to the heroic
in Brazilian character and as a resulr the books are having
an encouraging sale outside of evangelical circles. Those who
contributed to the establishing of our Brazilian publishing
house builded better than they knew.

OUR ten boarding schools are exercising a tremendous
influence on the intellectual life of the nation. Indeed,

they have had much to do with the present demand for higher
standards and more up.to.date methods in instruction, both
in the primary schools and more advanced instituti0!1s of learn.
ing. The boarding depanments of nearly all of our schools
are crowded to their utmost capacity. Indeed, they have had
to tum away hundreds of applicants for lack of room. Some
of them cannot accommodate more than half of those who
apply for entrance as boarding pupils. Just recently one of
them had to refuse entrance to the children of the Governor'
of one of the states because there was no more room, though
the application was made weeks before the opening of the
school.

The statistics presented abo~e give some idea of what has
been accomplished by our Church in Brazil. Similar data
from all evangelical agencies at work within the Republic
would probably increase the total by at least five or six fold.
But to judge the results of missionary effort by these statistics
would be wholly to under.estimate the influence of Evangelical
Christianity on the life of the nation. A tremendous influence
for good has been exercised on both intellectual and political
leaders. This has come about by no panisan effort on the pan
of the Evangelical churches, but, instead, by the transformed
lives and higher moral standards of believers. But, strange
as it may seem, greater still, perhaps, has been the influence
of Protestant Christianity on the Roman Catholic church itself.

The presence of a zealous, virile, militant Evangellcal' church
in their midst has forced the representatives of Romanism to
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alter its methods, to purify-at least outwardly-the lives of
its priests by correcting the more flagrant abuses of those who'
bear the sacred office, and by stirring up their zeal to a more
earnest effort to minister to the spiritual needs of the people.

W HEN this writer first came to Brazil twenty.five years
ago, he was surprised to find that few of the churches

had seats of any description whatsoever. There was slight
provision for the people to sit down dur,ing worship. Seek.
ing for an explanation, he found it in the fact that only on
rare occasions did the priests preach to the people. They limited
the service, whatever might be its character, to a hu:ried read.
ing of the ritual in Latin, of which few of the people under.
stood a single word. That over, the congregation dispersed,
some to their homes, some to their business (nearly all business
was open on Sunday at that time, while now, in many cities,
it is almost wholly closed), while others still went to the
saloons, the cock.pit, the race course or some other place of
gambling.

While rhese condirions yet exist in many places, there has
been a marked change for rhe better in all of the more en·
lightened communiries. Many of the churches are now pro.
vided wirh sears and in many places the priesr, in addirion
to performing the ritual service in Latin, reads and expounds
some portion of rhe Holy Scriptures, using rhe vernacular.
Singing, orher rhan the chanting of the priesrs, is now a part
of the worship in many of the churches. The writer was much
surprised on one occasipn while passing a Catholic church,
to hear the choir singing one of our evangelical hymns.

I F norhing more had been accomplished in Latin lands other
than th~ partial awakening of the Roman clergy, that alone

would be worth all the money spent on the enterprise. This,
of itself, constitutes one of the greatest victories of Protestant.
ism in Latin America, where the prevailing religion had, in
many places, degenenited to such an extenr that it was little
better than pure paganism.

Let no one think that either the church or the priesthood
has been reformed over night. Such is not the case. Indivi.duals
may, and do in many cases, through the power of the Gospel,
change their habits almost instantaneously, but such js not the
case with institutions. And of all institutions no other finds
change so difficult as the Roman Catholic church. Therefore
her reformation in Bra2Jil has only begun. Mayall lovers of
righteousness pray that it may continue, for one of two things
is inevitable-either the priesthood must change its customs
and suffer a radical reform, or the church will inevitably
perish. It had well nigh perished in many places when
Protestantism came on the scene. The unreasonable demands
on credulity had driven many of the intellectuals, into the ranks
of atheism, while the immoral lives of the priests had estranged
many more of the common people.

The Roman Catholic church wiII some day come to tec.
ognize the tremendous debt she owes to Protestantism because
of the immense ip.fluence of the latter in forGing the Roman
clergy ro a more repurable life and in re.establishing the confi.
dence of rhe people in the vital principles of the Christian
religion. Without rhe coming of Protestantism to Latin
America, the Roman church would have been far more ad.
vanced on the road to complete demoralization and final loss
of prestige. Protestantism, through e?(ample and the preaching
of the Word, is caIling the Roman priesthoos to a higher
plane of living.

In view of the tremendous victories already achieved, there

(Continued on page 45)
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Nearing a

Dangerous Crisis
•

In

Foreign Missions
By JULIUS RICHTER

T wo important conferences have brought together the
missionary forces from all over the world, Jerusalem,
on the Mount of Olives in March and April, 1928, and

Williamstown in July, 1929. The outlook was somewhat
different from that of the Edinburgh World Missionary Con.
ference in 1910. Then something of the buoyant hopefulness
of youth was in the air; America was yet clinging to the watch.
word of the Srudent Volunteer Movement and of the Laymen's
Missionary Movement, "Evangelization of the WorId in This
Generation"; in Great Britain and in most continental countries
there was a decided advance all along the line; the general feel.
ing was: Vexi//a regis prodeunt. There was a different un.
dertone at the two last great missionary conferences. The fifteen
years since the outbreak of the World War had given impressive
and sobering lessons which we are yet far from having learned
to the full. There were particularly three great catastrophes
which gave rhem much ground for pondering.

T HE first was the general break-up of German missions
in the course of the World \Var. For two hundred years

German missions had settled down with a feeling of security
in the shadow of the British flag. The strong miSSionary inter
ests of the British churches having the leadership of Prot
estant world missions in the nineteenth century and the out
spoken liberalism of British world politics sponsoring the
cause of humanism all the world "over, seemed to guarantee to
missions of non-British nationality safe shelter in case of a
world war. With regard to the German colonies, the Congo
Paa gave the most de~nite assurances that in case of a world
war the African colonists would be left free and the humani
tarian enterprises would be under the common proteaion of
the civilized nations.

So, even when the terrible news of the outbreak of the
World War spread over the globe, the German missionaries
felt fairly safe in their distant fields. Their disillusionment
was terrible. Within the four years of the World War, three.
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fifths of all German ffilsslOnaries, men, women and children,
were repatriated or enclosed in concentration camps. The furor
of the enemies went on even after the Armisrice and the peace
treaties, and the determination seemed to be definite that the
German missions should "be eliminated in all countries where
the influence of any of the enemy nations was paramount. Yet
it has long been acknowledged, as, for example, at the Lake
Mohonk Conference of the International Missionary Council,
1921, that not a single aa of disloyalty had been proved against
any German missionaty all through that trying and exciting
period.

W E are nor looking at these faas here from the standpoint
of the suffering German missions. Our view is more

general. The question of the relation of missions and govern
ments has been one of the dire realities of the questions in
volved. If the war psychosis is blinding even the most sober
minds, if governments and military leaders are evidencing real

. or supposed war necessities in their way, we know now, once
for all, thac the missions are at the prey of warring nations.
That feeling of security with regard to governments which was
characteristic in the nineteenth century is lost once for all.
God forbid that a further war should devastate our globe, but
in the case of such a catastrophe no Congo Paa, no League
of Nations, no international arrangements would make the
foreign missions safe wirhin the sphere of war operations and
perhaps far beyond them.
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T HE second catastrop~e was befaJltng the Am:rican .B~ard .
in the Ottoman Empire. For a century Amencan miSSIOn.

aries have worked with the faith and patience of saints to

revivify the old Armenian and the Greek Orthodox churches
in Anarolia. These efforts had not been in vain. The brilliant
group of colleges and of collegiate insritutions from the Aegean
Sea to Mt. Ararat had been an inspiration to those old Chris.
rian nations. An intelligentsia had been built up in their midsr.
They had grown in education, in industry, in commercial un,
dertakings. They had, to a great extent, outgrown their Turkish
surroundings. In spite of many drawbacks and hindrances, the
American missoniaries were justly proud of rheir achievements.

T HEN, afrer some preliminary thunderbolts, a rerrible catas·
trophe crushed almost suddenly all this blossoming har.

vest. Within seven years, from 1915 to 1922, the one and
three.quarter millions of Armenians and the one and one.
quarter millions of Greeks were wiped out of Asia Minor.
The American missions, stations, schools, colleges, and hospitals
were left either ruined and desolate or at least deprived of all
that pushing life centering in them before. The broken rem.
nants of the Armenians and of the Anatolian Greeks were
refugees either in Greece or in the most diverse countries of
rhree continents. The American Board was left with the task
of a complete reconcentration of its Near East work. Never in
the history of the Christian church, not at the time of the
Dioclerian persecutions, not even at the Mohammedan con.
quests, has a similar catastrophe fallen on any part of Christen
dom.

It is only that our time is hurrying so fast and our memory
so short.lived that we are able to forget the extinction of
the oldest and of the most venerable church, that of Gregory
the Illuminator, and that of Chrysostom, and of Basil the
Grear, almost without a feeling of deep regret. Think that

the chutches of New England or of Scotland were wiped our
within a decade. The disasrer for Christendom would hardly
be greater than that which has befalIen it in the Near East.
A brilliant chapter of the history of the foreign missions has
suddenly come to a terrible end-and that of the American
missions just at the moment when the United States became
rhe paramount power, having in their hand the destinies of the
human race. The irony of history is terrible, yet it is almost
inconceivable rhat even missionary people just turn the page
as if nothing remarkable had happened.

T HE rhird catasrrophe had fallen on the mission in China.
Protestant missions have had some experience with forced

evacuations of mission fields. Madagascar was inaccessible for
twenry.five years during the persecution of Ranaralona I; the
German mission· fields were empry and void for a decade dur
ing and after the World War. Yet all that is small, almost neg.
ligible, compared with the fact that in 1925 within three
months, about six thousand missionaries had to leave their
stations in almost all provinces of Interior China.

I do not look now at the nervousness of the ruling powers,
Chinese as well as foreign, which to a great extent misinter.
prered the situation in the interior of that unhappy country.
The civil war will probably go on in some form or other for
some years more; the terrible scourge of banditry and the
general uncertainty of life will not be removed perhaps for
decades. Every missionary living in the interior must do so
at his own risk and peril. There is no sure protection besides
God's unfailing providence. I think we all know that now.
Yet what did it mean four years ago, when suddenly the
home call, the order of consuls and of ambassadors, ushered
thousands of American and British missionaries out of the
country. It was almost an irony again that only the German
missionaries-though, of course; against the advice of their

(Continued on page 45)

The Mission to the Slavs
By M. DICKIE

•

In Brazil

THE Slavic Mission is the name given
to our recently organized effort in the
Sao Paulo District to reach the col.

onists from the Baltic States who are com·
ing in ever.inc:reasing numbers to Brazil
each year. Among these colonists there
came, in the good providence of God, some
two years ago, the Rev. Rodolpho Bren.
neiser, who for twenty years had been a
member of the Balric Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. This brother
is a Lithuanian, and his last appOintmeOl
before coming to Brazil was in the ciry of
Kovno in Lithuania.

For a while after reaching Brazil, Mr.
Brenneiser worked in a German business .
concern here, but at the last session of the
Central Brazil.Conference, he presented his
credentials (all in order) and was unani.
mously received into the Conference under
Question 10. He immediately began work
among the Germans, .Letts, Lithuanians.

10

Rev. Rodolpho Brenneiser, Mis
sionary to the Slavs in the State
of Sao Paulo, pastor of the new
Slavic Church in the city of Sao

Paulo

Hungarians, R.ussians and others from the
Baltic countries now living in Brazil. He
seems to be the right man in the right
place, and is doing a splendid work. In
deed, he is having extraordinary success.
We have just organized the first church
among these foreigners-a church with
twenty members and a Sunday School with
fifty pupils. Mr. Brenneiser preaches in sev.
eral languages in five different sections of
this big capital city of &!o Paulo, and he
finds open doors everywhere. He visits the
immigration headquarters here and in the
port city of Santos, and also makes occa
sional visits to the colonists in differeOl
parts of the interior af this state. His work
has been recognized by the immigration au.
thorities, who re€ently granted to him free
passage to the interior. This new move·
ment develops rapidly, and other churches
will soon be organized in different colonies.
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A Letter from the Most Distant

Methodist Church
CJ3y GEORGE F. ERWIN

I RECEIVED the following lettet from Rev. G. 1. Yesinitsky.
pastor at Manchuli Ciry, Manchuria. This town is located
on the Trans.Siberian Railroad in the corner of Manchuria.

between Mongolia and Siberia. Here is the most distant con
gregation of our Church.

MANCHUll CITY, MANCHURIA.
April 16, 1929.

Rev. George F. Erwin,
Arling/on~Ga., U. S. A.
DEAR BROTHER ERWIN:

We were .so glad to receive your letter and to learn that you are
all well. Also that you are being successful in your church work in
America.

Our church work is moving along normally. Cod restores the
broken hearts and dwells with them. We have had twenty-eight addi
tions to our local church during the past year.

We have established regular communication with Siberia, where we
have several preachers wotking in complete aCC<Jrd with us. JUSt now
we are trying to find money for their support. We mils/ /lIrtl 0'"

a/Jetl/ion /0 Siberia. It is a great field for the evangelistic work of
our church. I have written to Bishop Ainsworth about the possibility
of our entering Siberia. I have sent him a map indicating the places
where we should open our work.

It will be better for us to open where the Baptist and Evangelical
Churches are not working. If God will help us in .the promotion
of this work, then Siberia will be our "from" and Manchuria OUt
"base."

So far we have failed in our efforts to get help for them from
America. Debts and financial hardships are the usual excuses offered
for not helping, but the work of God right at this present time de·
mands some sacrifice on the part of His children.

The Seventh Day Adventist church is very small when compared
with our great Methodist Church, but they are ahead of us every·
where. They are opening new Mission Stations all the time and dis·
tributing much literature.

Shall we not exercise our zeal and go forward to evangelize Siberia
for the sake of Christ and lost humanity?

Your brother in Christ,
G. 1. YSSINITSKY, Pastor.

Russian Methodist Church.

O UR work was begun there about three years ago. It
was my privilege to conduct the first revival meeting in

February, 1927. It was very cold then, for I remember that
the temperature was about forty below zero, but in spite of
the extreme cold the people would gather in front of our
chapel thirty minutes before the doors were opened to be sure
to get in to the service. Many people were turned away be.
cause there was not room fot them to stand. I have never
preached to people who were so anxious to hear the Gospel as
were these Russians.

All missionaries were withdrawn cwo years ago. Our schools,
in which we had nearly one thousand pupils; our clinic, where
we were treating about one hundred patients daily; the Evan.
gelistic Center, where our woman missionaties were touching
hundreds of women, girls and children; and all our churches,
but four, were closed.

Six young preachers whom we had trained were left with
the responsibility of carrying on the evangelistic work. With
the exception of one shorr visit from Rev. M. B. Stokes of
Korea, they have carried on successfully without any super.
vision. They feel such a need for the help of foreign supervi.
sion that almost every week comes a lerter from some of the
Methodist people pleading with me to return to help them
carryon. I can only answer them that I am ready to return
when my Church makes it possible for me to do so.

•

JESUS ONLY
By S. A. STEEL

BISHOP A. W. LEONARD, of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, has recently made a tour around the world,
giving special artention to the work of missions in

various foreign fields. In the Cefl/ral Christian Advocate of
August 8, he gave some account of India-"India, Some Ob.
servations of an Interested Tourist." It is a very illuminating
paper. I have read it several times and filed it to read again;
for it must be studied to get the full force of the faas and
truths it contains. He marshals the difficulties that confront
the missionaries, discusses the limitations, praises, and in a
friendly spirit criti<;ises the British management of a great
pagan people, and sums up with a most optimistic note about
the prospect of the final Christian conquest of India. He says:

"One.fifth of the world's population is to be found in
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India. In 1872 the population of India was 206,000,000. In
1921 the population was 318,000,000, or on increase of fifry.
four per cent in fifty years. Whatever may be the criticism
of the policy of Great Britain in India, the increase in the
population speaks volumes for the improved conditions under
British rule. The most recent government census reveals 2,300
caste divisions, based on differences of blood, occupation, reli.
gion and social tradition, while 'The Linguistic Survey of
India' has classified 179 languages and 544 dialeas. These
facts are illuminating and should be kept in mind, especially
in any attempt to make known the real situation in India.
Whoever he may be-missionary, political agitator, social reo
former, teacher, professor or business man-in any effort he

(Continued on page 45)
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Rev. G. I. Yesinitsky and Wife. Brother Yesinitsky is pastor
at Manchuli City, Manchuria, a town located on the Trans
Siberian Railroad in the comer of Manchuria between Mon
golia and Siberia, exactly in the path of the recent advance
of the Russians upon the Chinese, and is "the most distant

congregation of our Church"

M y 1WO years in America passed so quickly that it
was hard to realize that the time had come when I
must leave the Mother Church and the many good

Christians I had met. It was hard to leave the friends who,
had inspired us while my wife and I were in the States; but it
was great to look forward to service again among our own
people. What an honor and privilege it is to tell one's own
people of the living God, who is far above all images and pic.
tures!

At the appointed time the Steamship Korea Marti carried
us out of the harbor of San Francisco. Fierce blue waves met
us. After long days on the ocean, we approached the tropics.
Slowly the passionate hand of the tropic night changed the
rosy glow on sky and sea to a deep purple. Glorious tropic
night! But our ship sped on and on into the night. It spanned
the sea, surely bearing us toward our destination.

After two years' absence and one month's travel we reached
Harbin. Great throngs of people were at the station to meet
us, asking us a great many questions. It was natural, of
course, for theIll to do so. They were anxious to know whether
the Methodist Church would discontinue its work, or develop
it further. Besides the questions concerning our work, it was
interesting to note questions about Christianity in America,
whether American Christians are better than those at home, etc.

We found that in the past two years Manchuria had been
growing rapidly, especially the city of Harbin. Over three
thousand new buildings had been erected, and a great many
more were under construction. Many new offices and institu
tions had been opened. Harbin has become an important in
ternational center of the Far East. Over 100,000 Russians live
in Harbin alone. The reconstruction of the country has
brought great throngs of people here, and a great migration is
taking place, hundreds of thousands of Chinese migrating from
the south to Manchuria annually. The coming of a million
more souls in the past eighteen months ftom the war,,famine,
and bandit areas is regarded as the greatest movement of people
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Work
Among

the Russians
•tn

Manchuria
By·A. GAVRELOVCHUK

in modern times. All this taken together points to a great
future for North and South Manchuria.

Due to the unstable value of the Chinese currency, and the
past wars, the economic condition of the country cannot be
said to be the best. Economic pressure is evident here, as it
is everywhere at present. Wages are very small. The life
of a European working man is not easy, due to the great com
petition of Chinese labor.

T HE social and moral conditions are' of great interest.
Thousands of Bolsheviks try to spread atheistic beliefs.

The Greek Catholic church is engaged in fighting against
Protestant advance, while people live in sin and degredation.
A day hardly passes in which someone does not commit suicide.
There are days when several people will cut off their lives be
cause they are not able to struggle any longer. The absence of
faith, the weakness of will, make them take this action. Almost
all of them leave behind the message that there is nothing to
live for. White slavery, houses of shame, drunkenness, dope
all are common things, and added to the lack of knowledge
of the true Christ, are contributing causes to this degradation
and death.

The condition of the children is no better. It is pitiful.
There are as many homeless children as there are benches in
the gardens. Great numbers of them are found all over the
country. They walk around the streets-ragged and hungry,
with no prospect of a future. ..

Russians, young and old, men and women, need Christ.
The solution of the conditions that exist here is only this
one Christ and one Gospel. People need help now as never
before. It is the duty of the Christian church to come to their
rescue.

For several years, while missionaries were in the field, we
were able to meet at least part of the need. We answered as
many calls as we could. Two years ago, while the cry for help
increased, while the longing for Christ was developing, we
had to close our Mission. This brought upon us all the criticism
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Methodist Church, Manchuli City, Manchuria. In the picture are Rev. George Irwin, missionary,
Rev. G. I. Yesinitsky, pastor, and Rev. A. F. Gavrelovchuk, evangelist. "We must tum our
attention to Siberia. It is a great field for the evangelistic work of our Church.••. If God will
help us in the promotion o( this work, then Siberia will be our 'front' and Manchuria our 'base'."
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of our enemies. We were looked upon as being "thrown out"
by the Methodists. Now we ate compelled to use basements,
where it is damp and cold. We have to be without literature
and good halls for pteaching. We have no missionary in the
field. And while we were decreasing, the cry for help in
creased very rapidly.

But even under such conditions our people have withstood
all mocking and have made some progress. God has blessed
the preaching of his word in a special way. The four churches
along the thousand miles of territory are improving, and the
work as a whole has gone forward in a gratifying way. The
general outlook for the future is bright.

The churches have carried on evangelism, the Gospel being
preached in halls, in homes and in other places wherever it
was possible to do so. Personal evangelism had a great place in
our work. Quite a number of people were accepted into com
munion with God, and there is indication of a number yet to'.
be received.

The league for the protection of children took care of a
great number of homeless boys and girls, but they have had
to let them go back to their wandering on account of the lack
of funds. The churches have tried to disttibute what linle
literature they possessed. People are so anxious to get the
literature. They are tired of atheistic, sophistic literature, and
want something higher. They want the Gospel.

The church in Manchuli, which is on the border line of
Russia, does a great work. A great many requests come from
preachers. for literature. People ceme from Russia, begging
for religion. Among the hundreds of calls we are able to
answer but a few. Once we gave them ,several Bibles. When
these Bibles reached their destination, the people divided the
sixty-six books into ponions, so that as many as possible might
share in them. What a need! What a cry for help! What a
hunger!

There are requests for aid in Manchuria itself, and from
several other places, as from Jalainor, Zaton, etc. We are not
able to open preaching places because we cannot furnish $400
a year to each place. We are requested to come to diffetent
towns to preach, but we have not the means to travel. We need
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a missionary, and workers among the women. We have three
trained native girls, but we are not able to take them on full
time, for we cannot get the suppon of $10 a month for each
of them.

I write this with a feeling of sadness and disappointment
that more cannot be done from a human standpoint, for,
"How can they hear without a preacher?" This, our imme.
diate field of a vast number of people, of 300,000 Russians,
is woefully neglected, though it is one of our most promising
fields. What a pity it is that these needs and openings cannot
be met in a larger way, and that the missionary cannot be had.
Our hope and prayer is that God will move his people soon to
answer the call for help, and that there will be some way pro
vided to furnish us with funds and a missionary to carry
forward the work in a larger way.

A CONCRETE example of Me. Gavrelovchuk's work is
given below in the story of Mr. V. V. Stepanoff.

The Editor.
"Four years ago, when Brother Erwin and I went on our

evangelistic tour, we stopped in Jaluntun. Proceeding to our
business, we soon met the Chief of Police, Mr. V. V. Stepanoff.
This man watched us and listened to our message, fearing
that we might spread communistic ideas. Later on we found
that while he held an official position in the Greek Catholic
church, he nevertheless led a very sinful life. Dury required
his presence in our services. He saw the people who wept
under the burden of sin and their real joy when they accepted
Christ. Gradually he began to be impressed by the change of
life from a sinful to a saint~y state.

o ,"Occasionally he missed services in his own church' and at.
tended ours, in spite of the priests, who tried to set him against
us. For about four years he came regularly to our church,
helping in every undertaking. There came a time when the
seed bore fruit. At one of the meetings he realized his sin,
repented, and accepted Christ as his Saviour. Later he was
married in our church, and he and his wife rhar same night
became members of it. The seed sown in 1924 bore fruit in
1929."
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The Labor Question and
Negro Women

By CHARLESS.O]OHNSON
Fis~ Unive~slry . . I,

W
OMEN have moved into industry on the current of
the new industrialism which has affected profoundly
the working classes of both sexes. Nowhere,how

ever, is the acuteness of this economic transition:'rribre>eyident
than in the roots and implications of this cha:nged·.~oda1 statUs
of women. The increasing number of ~arried women working,
the lengthened age periods, the fact that it is the lowest in~

come groups that provide the greatest numbers, all.point to a
new role entered upon, one not merely of essential production
but of essential earning. In 1920 the number of married
women at work was four times as great as in 1890.

Miss Susan M. Kingsbury revealed rather starding informa.
tion when she reported that a canvass of 12,000 families in
Philadelphia in 1918 showed 55 per cent to be relying upon
wages other than those of the natural head of the family. The
problems of child rearing, of education, family stability and of
health, which are 'so intimately involved need only be sug
gested. The major fact to be noted is the increasing economic
necessity which has produced the general situation of women
wage earners.

As compared wirh men, wh9 have been longer in the field,
there are obviously peculiar difficulties: the fields of labor are
as yet restricted; the range of pay less; the problem of actual
competition with men, the physical, social and even legislative
aspects are yet undetermined. Negro women are, unfonu.
nately, affected at just the points where the pressure is heaviest.
The burden of support falls generally upon the lowest income
groups, and Negroes, as a population group, have the largest
proportions of low wage earners.

In the matter of restriction of industrial opportunity and
pay, women generally are conditioned by the status of men.
Negro women in turn find themselves in a similar economic
relationship with Negro men whose industrial opponunities
are subject to peculiar and traditional regulations. One result
is that despite the alarming social questions which are known
to be associated, more Negro women and more Negro married
women are at work than will be found in any other group of
the population..

A N opponunity was provided to get beneath the coldiy
statistical findings in a study in Nashville which at

tempted to trace intimately some of the economic factors in.
volved in the high Negro mortality rate. First, the large
percentage of Negro working mothers was noted. This related
itself promptly and starkly to the income of the farher, the
irregularity, for whatever cause, of his work, the disorgani.
zation of the home, the undisciplined growth of the children
into other problems of health and social behavior.

Let us take one of these families which is not at all
umypical. The husband earned $15.00 a week as a concrete
finisher, and worked regularly, although the average unemploy-
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ment for rhe grpup was approximately ten weeks during each
year. They had five children. Together they earned $20.00.
Of this $12.50 a month went for rent alone, leaving about 22
cents for each member of the family per day for all the require
men,ts:: of sustaining a strong aryd healthy body. At current
marker prices this would purchase one' bortleof milk and a
half loaf of bread. . . .

The work of Negro women takes a fairI}"'d~finite pattern.
The largesr group is in domestic service, the next largesr is
made up of laundresses at home and in factories. A rhird
group is made up of strictly industrial workers. These last
are to be found in canning industries, tobacco re.handling, rhe
peanut industry, coarse textile, bag, paper box, pickle, mattress
and lamp shade factories, cleaners in plants; and scattered
through the rourine processes of such other lines as oyster
shucking, chicken picking and sausage making.

T HE Women's Bureau has made the most thorough survey
of Negro industrial women in course of its study of nine

states, principally in the South. They found 11,812 in 150
plants which number represented about 16.8 per cent of all
workers in these plants; Considering that rhe Negro popularion
is just abour 10 per cem of the total in the United States,
though nearer to 20 per cem in the states in question the popu
lation is fairly representative.

It was observed, first that the occupations of white and
Negro women in these plams were different. For example,
in the tobacco industty, the Negro women did the rehandling,
that is, rwisting and stemming which had to be done by hand.
The other women worked on the machines. They are almost
'exclusively the peanut workers, but just as exclusively are white
women workers in the textile industty. Missouri,' Georgia,
Tenn.essee, and Kentucky employ the largest numbers in work
other than domestic service and agriculture. But rhe most
striking fact in the findings of this survey concerns the wages
received by the Negro women. In Georgia 89 per cent of the
Negro women and about 21 per cem of the white women reo
cei,red less than $10.00 a week and 35 per cent of the Negro
women received less than $5.00 weekly.

Assuming the same size of family, smaller wages of the male,
and whatever difference in relative living standards, with no
actual market difference in the price of food, rent, and cloth.
ing, the peculiarly difficult status of the Negro women be
comes obvious in the following figures. Their earning power
was 74.6 per cent of white female earnings in the same industry
in Alabama, 76.4 ir.. Arkansas, 51.0 in Georgia, 77.9 in Ken.
tucky, 78.4 in Mississippi, 41.1 in Missouri, and 62.6 in Ten.
nessee. Putting these in actual wage figures they received a
median weekly wage of $6.05 in Alabama, $6.95 in Tennessee
and '$5.75 in Mississippi.

Domestic service has been traditionalIy a field for Negro
(Continued on page 30)
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Glimpses
of Our
Wesley
Houses Stand by, with heads uncovered, and listen! These children are

thanking their Heavenly Father for the milk and bread which
the Ft. Worth Wesley House gives them every day
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A good game of checkers is as
interesting to French boys as to
Americans, according to this pic.
ture. These youngsters attend the
MacDonell School, Houma, La.

When this band startll playing, the sounds of
music echo from one end of the San Antonio

Wesley House grounds to the other

JANUARY, 1930

The language of babies the world over is the same; at
least, so one would judge from studying the various
expressions and postures of these tiny tots whose pic-

tures were caught on a sunny San Antonio day

,.\ i
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\
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Happy buddies are these Mexican boysl And why shouldn't
they be? They know of no friendlier place in the world than

their own Ft. Worth, Tex., Wesley House
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The Social Settlement

. i

the experience of a group of city missionaries in East
London in the early 80·s. Out of the worst wastes of
that ciry wilderness they raised "The Bitter Cry of
Outcast London." Briefly but vividly they described the
actual conditions which they faced. All London not
only, but much of Christendom was startled by facts
which challenged both the church and civilization.
Against such odds these missionaries claimed that the
Gospel could not cope in saving souls. But one pastor
in an old Whitechapel Anglican parish, the Rev. Samuel
A. Barnett, believed that British Christianity could
overcome these odds. To do so it must first of all be
made to understand just what they were. To gain and
spread this understanding he enlisted interest and co
operation at the University of Oxford, persuading some
of their graduate srudents to live in East London as
neighbors to these disadvantaged fellow citizens. A
group of them became the first settlement resident
household, bearing the name of Toynbee Hall, in
memory of their forerunner who first came to the help.
of Mr. Barnett.

Under his leadership they sought and spread the
understanding of how incompatible low standards of
living were with the ideals of the Christian life, or
indeed with a truly human existence. Povetty, due to
illy paid or unemployed labor, was shown to dehuman
ize its victims. Ditty, dark, overcrowded, unhealthy
houses were shown to destroy family life. Drink and
viCe were shown to have the advantage in the struggle
for virtue. And the whole community was held reo
sponsible for such odds against the people of any patt
of it. So the slum united church and state against it.

l
I

I..

Graham Taylor has been Professor of Social Economics at the
Chicago Theological Seminary since 1892. During this time he
has occupied the first chair to be wholly devoted to such teach·

ing in any theological seminary

T HE early Christian life was known as "The Way." In
becoming the highway of the best living it has developed
many ways of entering and living this life. The social

settlement is one of them, which leads into other longer beaten
paths. And this. is how it came to be.

The old "burden of the soul" was the point at which it
diverged from these long frequented ways of the church and
its missionary ministers: Many who bore this burden had
come to feel what Jesus and his disciples felt that "soul" means
the whole self-all one is or can become-not anything thar
one has. Emerson challenged this narrower view when 'asked
if he did not know he had a soul by remarking, "I always
knew I was a soul." Those who know this to be true must take
the Christian life to be nothing less than the way in which
the whole human life is to be lived. But in trying to help
others to enter or continue in this life some of us have been
forced to realize that conditions and surroundings under
which people live may obstruct or subvert the ideals and
standards of the Christian life.

A bitter cry called the Settlement into being.-Such was

16

A way of bearing the burden of the .roftl.-1 first
heard of this settlement ministry of understanding
when working with my down town church in Hatt
ford, Connecticut, where we were trying to .rave .roul.r

in our one-quarter of the city's area into which three-quarters
of its poverty and crime were crowded. There I began to see
thar the odds against the Gospel must at least be lessened by
evangelizing surroundings as well as souls. So when I came
to Chicago to teach and lead srudents for the ministry in the
ways of bearing the burden of souls, I decided to make the
settlement way of life my own. Here at Chicago Commons
for thitty.five years with a resident household of thitty or
more men and women, most of them volunteering their
service, we have lived in simple neighborly relations with a
great cosmopolitan wage-working population of varying na·
tionalities and faiths.

Around our hearths we gather every week 3,000 or more
of our neighbors, younger and older, from the surrounding
tenements, into our neighborhood parlor, club rooms and
large assembly hall to share with us what they and we think
makes life better worth living. Our settlement household
group happily includes those of Catholic and Jewish faiths,
as well as those of differing Protestant denominations, and
some not in the membership of any religious organization. We
are also of different racial descents, and of somewhat differing
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In 1894, the Chicago Commons started, with Professor Taylor as its
head·worker. His practical experience and unfailing interest in this work
have made him one of this country's most influential exponents of the

social settlement

As aWay of Life

17

By

GRAHAM TAYLOR

The same spirit claims diversit), of operations.-Churches
and sertlements have many ideals and aims in common. They
differ, however, in their goals and methods. They are

(Continued on page 35)

Justice as well as charity is the plea of the pulpit, as it was
of prophets and the apostles and the Christ himself. A com
munity in which it is easier to be good than be bad is the goal
of the church. No longer is it the sole aim of the missionary
to save souls one by one from the ruin of a wtecked world.
Our foreign missionary statesmanship holds the church to

nothing less than to save the world from being wrecked. And
the church at large is holding its faith in the "holy catholic
church, the communion of saints" co imply its allegiance to

international friendship and peace.
While lone voices, crying as in a wilderness, gave initiative

ro this social movement of the modern church, its progress
has deVeloped two distinctive policies, which are recognized
to be requisite alike to the social application of the Gospel
and to the ultimate success of winning the world to the King.
dom of Christ. Social service commissions have been established
in many parishes, and by almost every denomination, Protestant
not only, but Catholic and Jewish as well. But to undertake
what even these powerful units could not successfully attempt,
larger federations of churches are effectively eliminating waste.
ful competition and duplication, and are aggressively leading
a more and more united church in its community.building,
world.saving mission.

To serve an enterprise requiring such specialized skill and
catholic spirit almost every seminary for the training of the
ministry has introduced a professorship of Social Ethics or
some instruction and practice-work of students in the cities
in which most of these institutions are located. A pervasive
social literature exerts an ever increasing influence through
scholarly and popular books, and more still through the
religious and secular peri€ldical press. To these productions
churchmen contribute their full share.

ideals of rhe social order and of polirical
policies. Bur we arc so closely unired simply
by sharing rhe spirir of sacrificial service rhat
we respecr and value each other's differences.
Without rhe compromise of our own convic·
tions we enjoy our broadly religious vesper
hour daily, readily finding Scriptures for reo
sponsive reading, hymns and prayers for our
common worship.

Enlarging the mission of the chllrch.-The social settlement
movement has directly or indirectly profoundly influenced the
churches in their parish and missionary policies and work.
The individual is less and less regarded as detached, as thongh
a single unit, a separate soul, and is more and more recognized
co be identified with the family and other groups to which·
he belongs, the habits and standards of which must be reckoned
with, if nor influenced, in order to conform those of each
group ro the Christian Way of Life. The ways of making a
living are seen ro hinder or help everyone in entering or
progressing in the Christian life. Industrial conditions and
relations are therefore spheres of influelKe and action into
which the churches are entering.

JANUARY, 1930

IF'here those who differ may fellollJship
each other.-Thus we rry co share and
exemplify the spirit which we endeavor to
promote among our neighbors of widely
differing nationality, language, faith, and
custom. By maintaining within the walls of
our settlement house common ground upon
which all can meet, mingle, exchange values,
and learn to live and work cogether for rhe
common good, we hope to help create or
develop the same good will and fellowship
throughout the local community and the city
at large. In so doing we settlement residents
have found it to be the enlargement and enrichment of our
own lives in attaining a larger share of the race life ourselves.

The settlement spirit has been "A Way of Life" to us.
And few if any of the six hundred or more men and women
who have gone forth from our Chicago Commons house
hold throughout our own and other lands have failed to find
that this expetience has profoundly changed theit outlook upon
life and influenced their living and their service in widely
differing spheres.

This same spirit, exemplified in different ways, is recognized
by more and more of our American people to open the one
Way of Life by which we can be one community locally and
one nation. Spreading through all nations is Canon Barnett's
conviction that: "Vain will be higher education, music, art,
or even the Gospel, unless they come clothed into life of
brother men. It took the Life to make God kn.own. Vain, tOO,
will be sanitary legislation and model dwellings, unless the
outcasts are by friendly hands brought in one by one to habits
of cleanliness and order, to thoughts of righteousness and
peace. Not until the abolition of the influences which divide
rich and poor, not until the habits of the rich are changed,
and they are again content to breathe the same air and walk
the same streets as the poor, will East London be 'saved'."
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Thank God for Black
Bread
Missionary to Poland

By SALLIE LEWIS BROWN

T HE American people live like kings," the teacher was
saying ro our high school class in household chemistry.
He was trying ro give us some idea of the difference

in the standards of living in the old and new worlds and to
show that by comparison ours would rank with that of kings.
But it was the last hour before closing and we were all of us
more interested in the bell that might ring any minute than
in what the teacher was saying. Nothing else of that lesson
stayed with me but by some queer freak of memory, those
words did.

"Live like kings?" How do kings live, I wondered. For
breakfast I had had oatmeal with sugar and milk (not
skimmed), and after that hot biscuits, butter, fried apples and
bacon, hot spoon bread, and coffee. Maybe rich people in
America, I thought, live like kings but surely no one by any
stretch of imagination could make out that a king would have
a breakfast like this. If I were a king I would have fried
chicken every morning.

N OT many days ago I was going down the street of a ciry
in Poland. It was very early just when the people were

waking up, and setvant girls were scurrying out ro buy, and
workers were on their way ro their day's task. I passed a man
with a large brown loaf under his arm. It had no wrapping
and he held it pressed close against his dirty coat. His face did
not wear that strained haunted look which hunger gives. He
had his daily bread for that day, for himself and his children,
perhaps a two kilo loaf of black bread.

This was not the first time that I had seen people going
along with their bread unwrapped and hugged up ro them
like a treasure regardless of dirt and germs or whatever else
might be an enemy ro health. Many times I have seen it and
at first my reaction was: "How do they stand it? It is a
wonder they don't all die." But now it gives me a glad feel.
ing, though I would be perhaps a little more glad if I knew
that it was clean; but it makes me happy just to see that people
have bread. Some have big whole loaves and some have
pitiful little pieces of loaves and sometimes one sees a man on
his way to work with only a thick slice, eating it as he goes.

BEFORE I ever ate any black bread and knew it only by
what I had read about it I used to associate it with sack.

cloth and ashes. The phrase "the black bread of bitterness"
got stamped into my consciousness somehow, so that I had a
strong anti.black bread complex. Then the day came when
I found myself in a situation where I had ro eat it, for it
was that or nothing. The loaves look so deliciously brown
and savory, but the disappointment begins when one'looks
at a slice rather closely, for so often it is soggy. But when

]8

one bites into it, the disillusionment is complete. That brown
savory look is like tht: face of a hypocrite. It has a sourish
taste but if you don't give up at the first bite you will surely
find your teeth grinding on some gritty substance which seems
ro be inevitable in all black bread. After a long time an
American brought up on the "diet of kings" might get used
ro it and perhaps really learn ro like it.

Black bread! This is the answer for many millions of people
ro their prayer "Give us this day our daily bread." It is the
staff of life for literally millions living in Poland, in Lithuania, .
in Latvia, in Esthonia, in Finland, in Russia and Siberia far,
far ro the East where Asia rouches the Pacific.

BREAD made from rye flour is the staple food for the
peasant on the land, for the day laborer, for the facrory

worker, for the small tradesman, for railroad employees, for
the minor government employees, and even for some in' the
professional class. If they are a little prosperous they will
have besides potaroes, carrots, cabbage, meat occasionally, and
butter; if not, these luxuries will be for special days and with
but little variation; the midday meal of potaro soup and black
bread, rarely meat; supper will be black bread and tea. The
tea is sometimes home.made from some kind of roots or grain.
Often there will be no supper, Happy is the household that
can have butter! For the lack of any other butter substitute,
some use as a spread for their bread a mixture that looks like
lard. It is made from pork fat and seasoned with onion and
salt; this mixture really improves the taste of black bread when
there is no butter to be had.

OFTEN before the harvests in August the supply of food
will get so low that the peasants will be reduced ro mix.

ing straw with the grain and grinding it into flour so as ro keep
off starvation until the new crop is ready. It is hard times
when they are driven ro that in the weeks just preceding the
harvest; it is famine when such a condition prevails in the
spring. Even by the most clever ingenuity the food supply
cannot be made ro hold out. This year as early as February
famine was already threatening in some of the country dis.
tricts. There were families who had sold their only cow and
had nothing else to sell. When that money was gone they had
nothing with which to buy food. People can keep on going as
long as there is black bread, but when that fails-starvation.

What rice is ro the Orient, rye bread is to North.eastern
Europe and Asia. It is not very appealing to the taste of those
unaccusromed to it but ir qualifies more nearly as the staff of
life than does white wheat bread. It builds strong bone and
makes rich blood and that is why it is good food for the worker.
People can still be healthy and strong when they have little
else. Thank God for bla<:k bread!
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Two itinerant medicine men from Nigeria. They are shown performing the
"hoe dance" on a street in the village of Abeokuta, Southern Nigeria. Note the
innumerable charms which make the "costume" of these "doctors," who travel
about, upholding the ancient beliefs and customs of the primitive Nigerians

The Conquering Queen
of Calibar

By BASIL MATHEWS

A s the train from rhe sourh slowed down in Waverley
Starion, Edinburgh, one day in 1898, a black face,
with eyes wide open with wonder, appeared at rhe

window. The carriage door opened and a little African girl
was handed down on the platform.

The people on the station stopped ro glance ar rhe strange
Negro face. But as a second African girl a little older rhan
rhe first stepped from rhe carriage to the platform, and a rhird,
and then a fourth black girl appeared, rhe cabmen and porrers
srood sraring in amused curiosity.

Who was that strange woman (rhey asked one another),
shorr and slighr, wirh a face Ii~e yellow parchment and wirh
shorr, straight brown hair, who smiled as she garhered rhe
little rribe of African girls round her on rhe railway platform?

The telegraph boys and the news boys gazed at her in aston
ishment. But they would have been transfixed wirh amaze
ment if they had known a renth of the wonder of the story
of rhat heroic woman who had mastered cannibals, conquered
wild drunken chiefs brandishing loaded muskets, faced hunger
and thirst under the flaming hear and burning fevers of Africa,·
and walked unscathed by night rhrough foresrs haunted by
ferocious leopards, to triumphs over regiments of frenzied
savages drawn up for battle, rescued from dearh hundreds of
baby twins rhrown out to be earen by ants-and had now
brought home to Scotland from Wesr Africa four of rhese
rescued children.

JANUARY, 1930

Still more would rhose Scotrish boys ar Waverley Srarion
have wondered, as rhey gazed on rhe little woman and her
group of black children, if they had known that Mary Slessor,
rhe woman who had done these things, had been a Scottish
factory girl, who had toiled at her weaving machine from six
in rhe morning rill six ar nighr amid the whirr of belts, the
flash of the shuttles, rhe rattle of the looms, and rhe roar of
rhe great machines.

Like Livingstone, she taught herself with her book propped
up on rhe machine ar which she worked. She read his travels
and heard rhe stories of his fighr againsr slavery for Africa,
rill he became her hero.

One day the news flashed round the world: "Livingstone
is dead. His hearr is buried in Central Africa." Mary had
rhrilled as she read rhe Story of his heroic and lonely life. Now
he had fallen. She heard in her heatt the words that he had
spoken:

"I go to Africa. to try to make an open door ...; do you
carry out the work which I have begun. I leazle it with YOII."

As Mary sat, rired wirh her week's work, in her pew in
rhe church on Sunday, and rhoughr of Livingstone's call to

Africa, she saw visions of far-off places of which she heard
from rhe pulpit and read in her magazines and she made up
her mind to go out and give her whole life to Africa. So she
offered herself, a rimorous girl who could nor cross a field
with a cow in it, as a missionary for cannibal Calibar.
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Today over rwo thousand square miles of forest and flvers,
the dark savages, as they squat at night in the forest around
their palaver-fires, rell one another stories of the Great-White
Ma_Who_Lived_Alone, and the stories they tell are like these. '

A STRANGE quiet layover all the village by the river,
for the chief lay ill in his hut. The Calibar people

were waiting on the tip-roe of suspense. For if the chief died
many of them would be slain to go with him into the spirit
world-his wives and some of his soldiers and slaves.

Suddenly a strange African woman, who had come over
from another village, entered the chief's harem. She spoke
to the wives of the chief, saying, "There lives away through
the forest at Ekenge a white Ma who can cast out by her magic
the demons who are killing your chief. My son's child was
dying, burrhe white Ma saved her and she is well today.
Many other wonders has she done by the power of her juju.
Let your chief send for her and he will not die."

There was silence and then eager chattering, for the women
knew that their very lives depended on the chief's getting well.
If he died, they would be killed. They sent in word to. the
chief about the strange white Ma.

"Let her be sent for," he ordered. "Send a bottl~ and four
rods (value about a shilling) and messengers to ask her to
'come,"

All through the day the messengers hurried over stream and
hill, through village after village, and along the fotest paths
till at last, after eight hours' journey, they came to the village
of Eh:nge. Going into the courtyard of the chief they told
him the story of their sick chief, and their desire that the
white Ma who lived in his village should come and heal him.

"She will say for herself what she will do," said the chief.
So he sent a messenger to Mary Slessor, She soon came

over from her little house to learn what was needed of hee
The story of the sick chief was again told.
"What is the matter with your chief?" asked Mary Slessoe

Blank faces and nodding heads showed that they knew nothing
at all.

"I must go to him," she declared. She knew that the way
was full of perils, and that she might be killed by warriors
and wild beasts; but she knew too that, if she did not go and
the chief died, hundreds of lives might be sacrificed.

Chief Edem said, "There are warriors out in the woods and
you will be killed. You must not go."

Ma Erne, a tall fat African widow of Ekenge village, who
loved Mary Slessor, said, "No, you must not go. The streams
are deep; the rains are come. You could never get there."

But Mary Slessor said, "I must go."
"Then I will send women with you to look after you, and

men to protect you," said Chief Edem.
Mary Slessor went back to her house to prepare to stan on

her long dangerous journey in the morning. She could not
sleep for wondering whether she was indeed right to risk her
life and all her work on the off-chance of saving this distant
sick chief. She knelt down and asked God to guide her.
Then she felt in her heatt that she must go.

In the morning at dawn a guard of Ekenge women came
to her door.

"The men will join us outside the village," .they said.
The skies were grey. The rain was falling as they staned.

When the village lay behind them the rain began to pour in
sheets. It came down as only an African rain can, unceasing
torrents of pitiless deluge. Soon Mary Slessor's soaked boots
became impossible to walk in. She rook them off and' threw
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them into the bush; then her stockings went, and she ploughed
on in the mud-in her bare feet. .

They had walked for three hours when, as the weather began
to cl~r, Mary Slessor came out into a market-place for neigh
boring villages. The hundreds of Africans who werebanering
in the market-place turned and stared at the strange white
woman who swiftly passed' through their midst and disap
peared into the bush beyond.

So she pressed on for hour after hour, her head throbbing
with fever, her dauntless spirit driving het trembling, timid
body onward till at last, when she had been walking almost
ceaselessly for over eight hours, she tottered into the village
of the sick chief. . ' \

Mary Slessor, aching from head to foot with fever and over
whelming weariness, did not lie down even for a moment's
rest, but walked straight to the chief who lay senseless on his
mat on the mud floor. Having examined him she took from
her little medicine chest a drug and gave a dose to the chief.
But she could see at once that more of this medicine was needed
than she had with her. She knew that away on the other
side of the river, some hours distant, another missionary was
working. .

"You must go across the river to Ikorofiong for more medi
cine."

"No, no!" they said, "we dare not go. They will slay any
man who goes there."

She )Vas in despair. Then, someone said, "There is a man
of that country living in his ~anoe on the river. Perhaps he
would go."

They-ran down to the river and found him. After much per~
suading he at last went, and returned next day with the medi
cine.

The chief, whom the women had believed to be almost
dead, gradually recovered consciousness, then sat up and took
food. At last he was quite well. All the village laughed and
sang for joy. There would be no slaying. They gathered
round Mary Slessor in grateful wonder at her magic powers.
She told them that she had come to them because she wor
shipped the Great Physician Jesus Christ, the Son of the
Father God who made all things. Then she gathered them
together in the morning and evening, and led them as with
bowed heads they all thanked God for the healing of the
chief.

Y EARS passed by and Mary Slessor's name was known in
all the villages for· many miles. She was, to them, the white

Ma who was' brave and wise and kind. She was mad, they
thought, because she was always rescuing the twin babies
whom the Calibar people throw out to die and the mothers of
twins whom they often kill.. But in, some strange way they
felt dlat her wisdom, her skill. in healing men, and her courage,
which was more heroic than that of their bravest warriors,
came from the Spirit who made all things. She would wrench
guns ftom the hands 0'£ drunken savage men who were thtee
times as strong as she was. She sat with their chief as judge of
quarrels, and many times in palavers between villages she
stopped the people from going to war.

One day a secret message came to her mat, in some villages
far away, a man of one village had wounded me chief in
another village and chat all the warriors were arming and .
holding councils of war.,

"I must go and stop it," said Mary Slessor.
"You cannot," said her friends at Ekenge, "the steamer is

coming to take you home to Britain because you are so ill.
(Continued on page 33)
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From Chruhan Htrdld.

T HIS prize poster, used by pcrmlSSHlIl of the Christian Htrald, introduces our nrst roto'
~ravure ·section. The pictures. indudilll!: th~' SCl'lll~S conm:ctcd with the recent visit of
Premier MacDonald of Great Britain to Presidellt Hoover, arc intended to set forth the

significance of this visit fll[ wll[ld p':acc. ;lIld to dr;l\v the attcntHlll of our readers to the
Disarmament Meeting to be held in LOllllon the week beginning January 30, 1930.
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• WOODROW WILSON, War President and Valiant Fighter for world ·peace: "I am
-- .- not sorry I broke down. But. as it is coming now, the American· people are thinking

. their way through, and reaching their- own decision, and that is the better way for
it to come." .
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H ERBERT HOOVER, President of the United States and Busy Engineer on the high·
ways of human understanding: "We will reduce our naval strength in proportion to
any other. It only remains for the others to say how low they will go. It cannot be

too low for us."
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RAMSAY MacDONALD, Scotsman, Labour Leader, Premier of a proud empire, and
good "Roadmender" to the nations: "I go on a voyage of exploration. The greatest
contribution this generation can make is to establish peace among nations. . . . The

United States and ourselves, havieg the same objects, should proclaim them in a united voice.
Good cordial relations between us two can change the outlook for peace...."
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Ishbel MacDollald sits 011 bench with Judge
Fran~lin Chase Hoyt of the Children's Court in

:New Yor~ City.

MacDonald Arrives for luncheon at
the British Legation in \Vashington.

Inter.national :Newsrcd Photo.

MacDonald Honors Un~nown Soldier. Review of Ceremonies in A,"lington Cemetery when the
Premier of Great Britain placed a wuath on the tomb of the Un~nown Soldier, Photo shows the
Premier standing at the· ''fomb in the act of placing the floral tribute upon the plain white
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© Underwood .. Underwood.

'The Presid,nt's Cottag~ at th, Camp. President and Prim' Minista too~ a wal~, following th,
h'ad watas of tl,. Rapidan River, about three-quarters of a mile from the Camp. There they
sat down on a log beside the tum"ling mountain stream. and disCllss,d intimately th,

peace of the world.
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Left":-Senator 1os:ephT
. Robinso.n of Ar~at1sas.

Right-Se(reta..ry of ·Swe
Henry L. Stimson.

© I'fnT.Tis v

Premier A. .I3riand of
France.

Left-Admiral.H. P,
Jone~.

Right~Seniitor David A.
. Reedo.fPennsylvania.

© Harris v Ewing.
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ON .0.'.c.t.ober. 7th o.ur State De.. pa.·•.ftn.?e.nt made p~blic the..a.g...r..e.·...~m.. cnt of p.,res.ident- B.oov..er
and Premier MacDonald by wh)ch thePreIiuer should mVlteF.ran~e, Italy and Japan
to a Conference, to meet in London on ]\inuary 20; 1930, to discuss na,val reduction

with Britain and the United States. 'the United States delegation, since thehcpIl)pleted,con
sists of Secretary Stimson, Senator Reed, Senator Robinson, Admiral Jones, Amba$sadors

Dawes, Morrow and Gibson. .
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The Story
of

Sim Jai Min
By ELLASUE WAGNER

Sim Jai Min
A Korean coolie with a load of crockery

A Group of Workers at City Mission HaJ~ Lonel, Korea

W HO are you?" I asked the bright faced young chap
with eager eyes, who was of the host that crowded

. the Hall; he was helping here and yonder, wherever
a helping hand was needed; getting a book for this one, a
pencil for that one, tending the fire, then the lights; evidently
it was his self-imposed cask to see that every one was com
fortable.

"My name is Sim Jai Min," he answered with a flashing
smile.

"0, Sim Jai Min!" I gasped for only the day befote I had
heard his story from Mr. Ye, and was prepared to meet quite a
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different type of person from this energetic, seventeen year
old boy with the bright face and sweet boyish smile.

He came from a poor family. His sister kept a notorious
home in the "red light" distria; probably she had been driven
to this extremity by economic pressure, or for all I know, sold
into the life of shame while a young child, as is sometimes the
case. She invited her brother to come and live with her and
earn his "board and keep" by doing errands and helping about
the place. From childhood he had seen nothing but the low
est, the basest of human kind; daily he heard only the sound
of revelry, drunken debauch; with the flames of vice and pas-

sion he was well acquainted, while a perfect
stranger to all holier, purifying influences.
Jai Min had never seen the inside of a
school. He certainly was one who had
never had a chance in life.

As Jai Min was out one night on some
errand for his sister he passed down Chong
no, and one of the men from the Gospel
Hall invited him into the room. The notes
of a sweet old hymn were falling softly.
"Some new place of entertainment"-

'thought the boy, who always had time to

investigate a new place of pleasure. He
went upstairs and found himself in a large
room, one side already well filled with rows
of men, and the other side with rows of
women, sitting orderly on long benches,
while a Korean man with the happiest face
he had ever seen, stood up in front and
led the singing; "Whiter than Snow, Yes
Whiter than Snow,-O Wash Me, and I
Shall be Whiter than Snow'"
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This was something new under the sun, but very interesting
to the boy! He looked about at the people; all were quiet. They
listened eagerly to what the man was saying. The calm was
noted; how strangely still seemed the place; the general atmos.
phere was of peace and good fellowship. After a bit the
men began to tell of what had happened to them-to tell of
what the Lord Jesus Christ had done for them in cleansing
their hearts and making them pure. And others spoke of a
faith that this same Lord would keep them from sin if they
but let him have his way in their hearts. Jai Min was filled
with astonishment; at the same time such a fear took hold of
him that he trembled. He realized that there was something to
strive for in the world hesides luxury and lascivious living. He
saw that these men were far different from anything he had
ever known, different in desire and purpose. A new vision
came to him that night, a vision of the purity and love of the
Man of Galilee. He saw his own life, his sister's life and the
life of those who frequented her house, as they really were.
He was overcome with conviction and shame, and his heart
went out in a new longing and unurterable desire; he, too,
wanted to be different.

Jai Min knelt and with tears of real penitence promised that
he would never go back to the old life.

T HE boy went home and told his sister where he had been
and what had happened, and that he had determined by

God's help, to be a clean man. The sister seemed to have
been touched and somewhat troubled, for she answered:-

"As' for your words, they are wise and true. But a life
such as mine cannot be changed in an hour. You are right
and some time, lirtle by lirtle, I, toO, will change my way of
life."

"Until that time," said the lad, "I must leave you. I'll go
back to my father's house and try to find an honest way to
earn my living." Sad and helpless, the sister saw him leave her
house,-but the promise of a new hope and new light was
born in her darkened heart that night.

Jai Min's father was a poor coolie, working at any odd jobs
that he could find-having a hard time to earn the lirtle that
was necessary to buy the scant food for the humble home. He,
too, had known only the hard things, the ugly realities of life.
[n his ignorance he felt that he had done well by his son and
daughter. Did they not live in plenty, while he toiled as a
coolie, never having enough to eat and wear?' So small won
der that this returned prodigal received no hearty welcome
from the father who said: "All this strange talk is only some
queer notion of that Jesus religion, brought here by the crazy
foreigners! What is good enough for us ought to be good
enough for you, my son. Comfort,. luxury all thrown away!
I've no patience with your silly notions of hypocrisy-a pure
heart, huh!"

Only the rock.like purpose of the boy, and his anguish in
telling his story, which somewhat frightened the old man,
kept him from driving him away from home. But with sober
second thought, came the realization that this big husky fellow
would be another worker, another btead winner, "rice-winner"
rather, and he let Jai Min stay.

T HE Night Matket on Chongno, one of the great sights of
Seoul, is always open duting the spring, summer and

fall months. Here Jai Min took a stall and for a small com
mission, sells fruit for the big wholesale merchants. Very
seldom he misses a service at the Kei Dong Chapel, though his
work in the night market makes it impossible for him to at
tend the Mission Hall. When long, cold nights of winter
come the night market is closed and Jai Min does any job of
coolie work that he can find, rejoicing to have his evenings free
for the Hall services.

Jai Min has led several of his old associates into the new
life. A few months after he had left his sister's house she
moved to the Choong Chung Province. He took what money
he c:ould spare and bought Testaments and leaflets and went
to visit her, using his time in telling the story of Jesus to all
who would listen.

The Labor Question and Negro Women
(Continued fr.om page 14)

women. Just as important a part of the tradition has been
the institution of "the covered basket" by which a certain
wage supplement in the form of food was winked at by kindly
mistresses. This venerable custom is undergoing a change.
In the first place, it is becoming less popular with housewives,
with the increasing cost of food stuffs, and secondly, Negro
women are meeting seriously for the first time competition on
the one hand with other white workers, who have overcome
the sentimental objection to the so.called "Negro jobs," and
on the other hand with such new household labor saving de.
vices as washing machines, vacuum cleaners and fireless
cookers. The want ads in the daily papers increasingly tell
the story.

Another factor is becoming important: industry itself is
changing. Machinery is rapidly displacing workers, particu
larly those engaged upon such routine operations as women
have been largely confined to. Labor saving machinery on the
farm., the exhaustion of free land and the declining produc.
tivity of the soil, together with the factor of monotony, are
driving thousands of rural people into the cities. The towns ate
growing in population more rapidly than jobs can be created.
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Naturally there must follow ildjustments and in this crisis
Negro workers, male and female, have been serious losers. The
work must be shared and mere priority, in a disconcertingly
large number of cases, has fallen before the urgency of other
workers.

It is not to be denied that more rigid requirements for these
workers are an aid to carefulness and concern about these
jobs. But withal, there must be work and wages, or the com·
munity will find itself paying in other ways without the re
turn of labor. It pays not alone through taxes for public
health and relief, but for the support of prisons and police,
and even for paupers' burials. It pays in loss of both a producer
and a consumer.

Negro women at present, it seems, are essential economic
complements outside the home to Negro male workers. The
next four years will probably witness still greater hazards. If
we view this relative status for them, in terms of a scale they
are, perhaps, the most hard pressed of all the workers. And
curiously enough they are the very ones upon whom falls
most heavily' the task-'"Of'-guiding--either--good cidzerrs 'nod
workers or bad ones into the new social 'order of the South.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE



The Southern Textiles Industry
By MRS. W. A. NEWELL

U NTIL about thirty years ago the South was a great
rural section, the towns and cities were small, and
commerce served the agricultural interests. Within

the last three decades a vast change has swept over the South,
and she is taking a place with the industrial sections of the
countty.

Progress along the line of manufacturing has been so rapid
that many of our people have not yet realized its significance
in the development of the southern states.

The South has already exceeded the total value of all agri.
cultural products of the nation in 1900 by a half billion dollars.
Her banking resources are now equal to those of the entire
country in 1900. Her mineral products also exceed those of the
nation in the same year. The total wealth of the South almost
equals that of the whole nation thirty yeats ago.
,Manufacturing in the South has followed a few great lines

such as textiles, tobacco, iron, furniture, etc. Within a few
more years these lines will be expanded and other lines opened.
So it is a marrer of supreme interest to us as a church, as
states, and as citizens, for this development will constitute a
major study for all economists and social students for years to
come.

We shall endeavor, therefore, to present only one field of
industry and that one in which the South has arrained world
supremacy--eorron textiles. The South produces about 60%
of the total amount of the world's supply of corron. In 1928
southern corron mills consumed one.fifth of the production of
the entire world. Seven southern states showed mote than
cwo.thirds of all spindle hours for the nation in 1928. Truly,
the corron mill has come to the corron field. We manufacture
more corron than all Europe exclusive of Great Britain. Half
the weaving of corron textiles is done in the South. There
are 421 knitting mills, 72 woolen mills, 70 silk mills, 77 dye.
ing plants, 12 rayon plants, and now the manufactuting of tex.
tile machinery is becoming a southern industry.

pERHAPS a majority of the textile mills are owned by local
capital. Many ate pattly local and parrly norrhern in their

ownership. Quite a few are owned by norrhern corpor~tions

which have built new mills, or bought mills already in opera.
tion, or moved plants from the Norrh to the South. The pro.
duction of rayon is largely in tlle hands of German interests.

The church is interested in every phase of such development:
it is primarily interested in the thousands who toil in these
mills. The workers have been drawn from two primaty sources.
In the piedmont section, which has most of the mills, the
first workers came from the nearby fields. They were drawn
largely from tenant farms. After the exhaustion of this labor
supply, the mills drew workets from the Appalachian Moun.
tains. This source was so heavily drawn upon that few or no
rural sections of the mountain area have increased in popu.
lation in the last thirty years. Local labor was almost equally
divided between Methodist and Baptist inclination. These
two churches have served the mill villages.

In almost every case the economic status of the mill worker
was an improvement over his former status. The tenant
farmer as a rule works best under direction of larger experi.
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ence. This has given rise to the widely exploited advantage
supposed to inhere in the "docile labor" of the South. The
mountaineer is less tractable but his economic condition was
that of poverty before he ever came to the mill. Only those
who know conditions as they exist in the upper coves of the
mountains can fully appreciate this. Few workers come from
the wide, ferrile, mountain valleys.

The mill village is a great improvement over the home,
social, and religious environment of the mountain cove. There
the toiler was indeed the "Forgorren Man" of Walter Hines
Page. In the mill village he has a better house in which to
live, berrer schools for his children, berrer cIlUrches for his
worship, berrer medical care, and a social life greatly enriched
by the contacts established in the mill community.

PERHAPS no other major industry in the country pays_ such
low wages. A weekly scale would show a wage of $13.20

in Alabama; $14.30 in Georgia and South Carolina; $15.49 in
Norrh Carolina; and $17.82 for the entire industty. This is
computed upon the basis of 55 hours in an average week. But
many of the mills run on shorr time; when the mills stop,
wages stop. Judging by spindle hours, the average yearly wage
in norrhern mills would be even less than that in southern
mills.

These workers are our own flesh and blood. There are no
foreigners among them. Calmly apply the facts in the para.
graph above co your own life. The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ will give you the proper answer to the wage question.

The difference between the wages Norrh and South is not
so great as these figures would indicate. House rent in south.
ern mill villages is only nominal. In most cases this is true
of water and lights as well. The fuel bill is less. Many mills
have free vegetable gardens for their employees' use. Somt:
maintain medical and nursing service. Most of them have
recreational features as a parr of the plant. Still, we must face
the fact that wages are too low. The result is unsatisfactory
from the point of good citizenship. Mature men find it hard co
become good mill hands. Children are anxious to get out of
the school and into the mill. It should be said that in good
mill practice it is not desired to employ children in the mills.
This is not conducive to a high rype of family life. Where
the mills operate both day and night family life is often dis.
rupted. The mill management would gladly cut Out night
work, but the mills have been built for this type of operation.
To eliminate night work at once would also eliminate the jobs
of at least one.third of all the workers. When orders are slack,
the mill may run three days and three nights in each week.
Even under these conditions night work cannot be eliminated
for when orders justify four days' operation the whole plant
would have to be reorganized. It is easy co theorize but it is
ha~d to find a way out.

Within the last yeat there have been many strikes in
Southern mills. Some of these have been conducted by the
United Textile Wotkers of America-affiliated with the Amer.
ican Federation of Labor; some by the National Textile
Workers' Union which is a parr of the Communistic movement
in America. Others seem to have originated under local leader.



ship or even without leadership. Many of these strikes have
been accompanied by violence and bloodshed. Others were
without incident. In praceically no instance has either party
co the trouble won any lasting advantage.

T HE textile business is a "sick" industry. Over.produc.
. cion is a constant evil. People weat less clothing than
formerly. The produce has been improved so that it wears
longer and looks better. Mills built under the stimulus of
the World War must now operate in competition with the
pauper labor of the old world and with the mills springmg
up in the Orient where labor is paid a mere pittance, and lives
under conditions that no American could toletate.

Cotton mills under present conditions do not offer an
attractive field for investment. The quoted value of milI stocks
has shown a downward tendency for ten years. It is probable
that a majoriry of them have paid no dividends for several
yeats. Improvements in machinery and methods have rendered
obsolete much of the equipment which must be written off the
books as a toral loss. Many mills operate at a loss hoping for
improvement by and by. In this case the production of the milI
is sold at less rhan cost to take care of the workers and to
mainrain a working force while waiting for better times. Of
course, this reduces prices and affeces alI othet mills in the
same line. Attempts to form mergers in the industry have not
been successful. The cotton mill business needs a Moses at
this time, for it is wandering in an economic wilderness and the
promised land is not in sight.

Work hours sometimes reach or even exceed sixty hours a
week. This is in process of reduceion. Most mills now operate
fifty.five hours. When the day's length is left to the worker,
he desires eleven hours for five days with Saturday as a holi.
day rather than ten hours with but a half holiday on Saturday.
The work is not laborious as compared with other forms of
labor, but it does demand a measure of skilI and constant
attention. MenralIy, it is not stimulating.

The mill worker is proud and exclusive socially. Like all
specialized groups, he loves his own kind. He spends quite a
large per cent of his wages on such forms of amusemenr as pic.
rure shows, soft drinks, automobiles, radios, phonographs, and
games. The younger workers dress well and make a good ap
pearance in every way. The children attend school unril they
reach the legal age for entering the mill. They are average
srudents. Many of them concinue through the high school. In
other words they are just folk with all the human desires for
social aceiviry, and as far as income will permit they maintain
a normal social life.

Faces concerning the religious life of the workers show a
wide variation. Where the owners and managers of the milI
are sympathetic and active in church work the result is good;
where they are indifferent it is bad. The milI folk naruralIy
desire their own churches. They do not affiliate with the down.
town churches. It is very difficult to induce them to cooperate
with groups from other mills, although these mills may be
located in close proximiry. For this reason milI churches are
usually small in membership.

As far as we have been able to ascettain, about one person
in five in the mill villages is affiliated with some church.
Where conditions are good the labor rurnover is comparatively
small. When~ conditions are bad the rurnover is alarming in
extent, and becomes a large faeror in social disruption. In this
way much of the membership of the churches is consrantly
afloat. Pastors' salaries are low. The people see no hardship
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in this because their incomes are also meager. Church build.
ings are usualIy better than the common country rype. Most Of
them have some Sunday School equipment and many of them
are welI fitted for the work to be done. Most mills make direct
contributions co the supporr of the churches. This face has
been widely hetalded as a shame to the milIs. Thete is nothing
in the charge. The mills do not, we think, contribute enough
or their JUSt share to the supporr of the churches.

The mills do not, as a rule, meddle with church affairs.
The workers run the churches without pressure from the mill
authotities. The real difficulty is that there is not a sufficient
surplus remaining ftom other expenses to enable the workers
to maintain churches as they should be maintained. The
home mission boards of the various churches often augment
the salaries of the preachers. In the Carolinas this has become
the major burden of the mission boards.

T HE industry should be better organized. It is trammeled
by obsolete laws which should be repealed. New laws

governing the hours of labor should be enacted and made uni.
form throughout the South. This would protect both the
worker and the mills which desire to improve conditions in the
industry. Absentee ownership is not conducive to fraternal
relations between the employee and employer. It is a mistaken
policy to attempt to solicit the investment of foreign capital
by methods which penalize those already engaged in the in.
dustry. Under present conditions a milI whose only contribu.
tion to the economic life of a communiry is expressed in the
current scale of mill wages is a liabiliry and not an asset.

The workers should have some form of organization. Night
work for women and children should be gradually and com·
pletely eliminated. Produceion should be currailed unciI it
does not exceed the current demand. The age at which chilo
dren are admitted to the mills should be fixed at not less than
sixteen years, and there should be no exceptions. Poverty is no
reason why sociery should permit a child to engage in work
that will mean permanent injury to the child. Wages should
be increased and the cost added to the price of the produce.

We do not believe that the American people wish to buy
clothing at a price that entails suffering upon the producer.
Capital is entitled to a just revenue, and for this reason it
should perfect an organization for tlle improvement of the
whole business. Capital is in charge of management. The solu
tion of all these problems, therefore, becomes the problem
and. dury of capital. The problem of labor is labor. The prob.
lem of management is management. The application of the
Golden Rule will solve these problems.

The church should, at all times, maintain a just and sym.
pathetic attirude toward, and interest in, both the worker and
the industry. There is no place for viruperation and abuse.
Criticism is easier than correction. The Spirit of Christ is ex·
pressed in fellowship. All must eat from the same' bucket.
The church cannot forever maintain the cotton mill siruation
as a missionary movement. This is unfair to alI patties can·
cerned. The mill owner should contribute more, not less, to the
expenses of the church. Surely, it is not too much to ask that
capital should be?r an equal parr of such necessary expendi.
ture with those who toil. AlI will agree that no milI could
long continue profitable operation without the churches.

The South must solve this problem for other problems are
arising that will demand all the knowledge, sttength, wisdom,
resources, and love of out people for their solution.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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The Conquering' Queen of Calibar
(Continued from page 20)

You will miss the boat. You are too ill to walk. The wild
beasts in the woods will kill you. The savage warriors are
out, and will kill you in the dark-not knowing who you are:'

"But I must go," she answered.
The chief insisted that she must have two armed men with

lanterns with her, and rhat she must get the chief of a neigh
boring village to send out his drummer with her so that
people might know-as they heard the drum-that a pro
tected person was traveling who must not be harmed.

It was night,' and Mary Slessor with her two companions
marched out into the darkness, the lanterns throwing up
strange shadows that looked like fierce men in the darkness.
Through the night they walked till at midnight they reached
the village where they were to ask for the drum.

The chief was surly.
"You are going to a warlike people," he said.
"They will not listen to what a woman says. You had better

go back. I will not protect you."
Maty Slessor was on her mettle.
"When you think of the woman's power," she said to the

chief, "you forget the power of the woman's God. I shall
go on."

And to the amazement of the savages in the villages she
went on into the datkness. Surely she must be mad. She de.
fied their chief who had the power to kill her. She had
walked on into the forest where ferocious leopards abounded
ready to spring out upon her, and where men were drinking
themselves into a fury of war. And for what? To try with a
woman's tongue to stop the fiery chiefs and the savages of a
distant warlike tribe from fighting. Surely she was mad.

She pressed on thtough the darkness. Then she saw the
dim outlines of huts. Mary Slessor had reached the firsr
town in the war area. She found the hut where an old Cali
bar woman lived who knew the white Ma.

"Who is there?" came a whisper from within.
But even as she replied there was a swift patter of bare

feet. Out of the darkness leapt a score of armed warriors. They
were all round her. From all parts dark shadows sprang for
ward till scores of men with their chiefs were jostling, chatter
ing and threatening.

"What have you come for?" they asked.
"I have heard that you are going to war. I have come to

ask you not to fight," she replied.
The chiefs hurriedly talked together, then they came to her

and said: "The white Ma is welcome. She shall hear all that
we have to say before we fight. All the same we shall fight.
For here you see are men wounded. We must wipe out the dis
grace that is put upon us. Now she must rest. Women, you
take care of the white Ma. We will call her at cock-crow when
we start."

This meant an hour's sleep. Mary Slessor lay down in a
hut. It seemed as though her eyes were hardly shut before
she was wakened again. She stood, tottering with fatigue,
when she heard the cry: "Run, Ma, run!"

The warriors were off down the hill away to the fight. She
ran, but they were quickly out of sight on the way to the attack.
Was aJ.l her trouble in vain? She pressed on weak and breath.
less, but determined. She heard wild yells and the roll of the
war drum. The warriors she had followed were feverishly
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making ready to fight, a hundred yards distant from the
enemy's village.

She went up to them and spoke sternly.
"Behave like men," she said, "not like fools. Do not yell

and shout. Hold your peace. I am going into the village
there." .

She pointed to the enemy. Then she walked forward. Ahead
of her stood the enemy in unbroken ranks of dark warriors.
They stood like a solid wall. She hailed them as she walked
forward.

There was an ominous silence. She laughed.
"How perfect your manners are!" she exclaimed. She was

about to walk forward and force them to make way for her
when an old chief stepped out toward her and to her amaze
ment, knelt down at her feet.

"Ma," he said, "we thank you for coming to us. We own
that we wounded the chief over there. It was only one of
our men who did it. It was not the act of all our town. We
ask you that you will speak with our enemy to bring them
to peace with us."

She looked into the face of the chief. Then she saw to her
joy that this was the very chief whom she had toiled through
the rain to heal long ago. Because of what she had done then,
he was now at her feet asking her to make peace. Should she
run back and tell the warriors, who a hundred yards away
were spoiling for a fight? That was her first joyful thought.
Then she saw that she must first make her authority stronger
over the whole band of watriors.

"Stay where you are," she said. "Some of you find a place
where I can sit in comfort; and bring me food. I will not
starve while men fight. Choose two or three men to speak well
for you, and we will have two men from your enemies."

These grim warriors, so sullen and threatening a few mo
ments ago, obeyed her every word. At length two chiefs came
from the other side and stood on one side of her, while the
two chiefs chosen in the village came and threw down their
arms and knelt at their feet.

"Your chief," they said, "was wounded by a drunken youth.
Do not let us shed blood through all our villages because of
what he did..If you will cease from war with us, we will pay
to you any fine that the white Ma shall say."

She, too, pressed them to stop their fighting. Word went
back to the warriors on both sides, who became wildly excited.
Some agreed, others stormed and raged till they were in a
frenzy. Would they fight even over her body? Furious warriors
came moving up from both sides. But by arguing and appeal
ing at last she persuaded the warlike tribe to accept a fine.

The town whose drunken youth had wounded the enemy
chief at once paid a part of the fine. They use no money. So
the fine was paid in casks and bottles of trade gin. Mary Slessor
trembled. For as the boxes of gin bottles were brought for
ward the warriors pranced with excitement and made ready to
get"drunk. She knew that this would make them fight after
all. What could she do? The roar of voices rose. She could
not make her own voice heard. A daring idea flashed into her
mind. According to the law of these Egbo people, clothes
thrown over anything give it the protection of your body. She
snatched off her skirt and all the clothing she could spare and
spread them over the gin. She seized the one glass that the

(Continued on page 35)
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The Council Prepares
for Peace

By MRS. E. B. CHAPPELL

i
i
\

T
HE most cursory examination of current literature is
sufficient to convince the reader that the world is awake
on the vital issue of peace among the nations as never

before in history. A new conviction and enthusiasm is in the
thinking and shows itself in the writings of men and women
of all classes of literature.

Open any magazine of the day, high-class or otherwise, and
you will find from one to three leading articles on the need
and the imperativeness of establishing peace. To be sure some
of them are pessimistic, some are suspicious, some are based
on the domination of the brutal in man, but articles of this
type are largely in the minority.

There is a passion for peace. Statesmen everywhere are
doing more than write about it; they are demanding the
abolishing of war as a force in the world. By their impas.
sioned words and constructive cooperation, they are forging the
implements of peace that will work for a world-wide move
ment for peace. Theirs is no less than a daring undertaking for
universal peace among the nations of the earth.

Ambassador Paul C1audel of France told an international
group gathered to celebrate Lafayette-Marine Day that the
United States of Europe "is not any more a dream, it has
become a working proposition, an actual and pressing ques
tion."

He said further: "The phrase is no longer on the lips only
of poets and dreamers, but of diplomats, of economists, of
hard-boiled business men. America has taught Europe that in.
dustry is a stronger thing than armies."

ONE cannot begin to enumerate the agencies actively at
work for peace or the publications with peace as their

one reason tor existence and the furtherance of the principle
of peace their one purpose. Student groups in colleges and
high schools have organized to put war off the map of the
world.

Groups from the industrial workers the world over-busi.
ness mens' clubs, society in all classes-are assembling in the
name and for the coming of peace. They are asking pettinent
questions of the Church and demanding that people shall
live according to the teachings of Jesus and "study war no
more."

If Christian institutions which should be intensely active
and alive to the demand for peace withhold aaive support
then will the pressure be brought to bear from other agencies,
and the program of advance set up outside the churches.

Mission boards have been tardy in undettaking the active
support of the principles of peace. Some one has said, "The
followers of Jesus are being summoned insistently to definite
moral leadership in solving the problems of the times."· Surely
warring nations head the list of problems.
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Christian missions and peace are indissolubly united. Mis.
sions is itself a peace movement. The angels sang on the
Judean hills as they announced the birth of the Saviour. "Peace
on earth, good will among men." Jesus the Prince of Peace
taught love to one's neighbor as the second great command
ment, and said it was like the command to love God supremely.
And yet, today one of the hindrances to the missionary enter
prise is the lack of understanding of those peoples we call
"alien." Certainly they are not aliens to God, the father of all
the families of the earth. Because we do not understand, dis
trust and suspicion arise and it needs only a trifling difference
on boundary lines or possessions to bring about a resott to
arms.

T HE Woman's Missionary Cbuncil in Annual Session in
the city of Washington, March, 1929, appointed a com

mission on Peace, and six women were named members of it.
Meetings of the Commission have been held and plans have
been begun for an educational process to go forward through
out the entire work. Reading courses to include the best
current literature on peace are being seleaed. Already there
is awake a spirit for the aaive support of peace prin
ciples.

We are ready to agree with that one who said: "It begins to
seem that conditions now make it no longer possible for a
Christian institution to withhold aaive support of peace prop
agation." Because the Woman's Missionary Society is a
growing organization, its future will widen into new concep
tions of the missionary task and answer new demands of
human need. With its superb channel of operation from auxi
liary member to council officer it furnishes an admirable vehicle
to the women of Southern Meth?dism for the propagation of
living issues.

The spirit of peace is not wanting. The machinery is at
hand; it remains only to set it in motion.

Plans are in progress for putting peace on the map at the
coming Council session to be held in Amarillo, Texas. The
Commission, in league with the fine body of women there,
hope to start definite publicity for peace. It is desired to add
to the already splendid line of activities now being carried
on through the organized missionary life of women of Southern
Methodism this next great step in missions-a world-minded
ness that carries friendship and goodwill among all the nations
;)f the earth on its banners.

With the coming to the Council Meeting of Dr. Sidney
Gulick, a world-wide leader in movements to bring nations
to peaceful settlements in their difficulties, the opening night
will sound the note for all the week. Delegates and visitors
will be called upon to lend their interest and suppott to the
campaign for peace - to build friendship throughout the
world.
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HOMES
By CORNEILLE McCARN RUCKER

O
VER a strange blue sea, thtee ships we~e sailing. As

they sailed, the wonder of the marinets grew. They
were bewildered by the beauty of the things they

saw. New watets, new wondets, and finally new land! But
Columbus came upon his voyage only to establish the truth
of a dream. So back over those tossing seas went the three
small caravels: the Nilla, the Pill/a, and the Sallla I1faria.

It was not long before other ships came sailing; Balboa,
to find the Pacific; DeSoto, to find rhe Mississippi. Theirs
were quesrs of discovety. Tales were told of fresh and beauti.
ful wonders, and yet the ships came back! Discoveries were
made, a dream established, a little gold colleered-but ever
and ever the ships rerurned.

At last came the resolve, "We do not care to uneatth golden
treasures. We desire homes!" And they fought illness, the
wilderness, the wild beasts.

"Let us remain and live. Let us build cabins and gather
our children about us. Let us live in peace, co worship and
walk quietly!" So these remained, and at last, homes spread
over our land.

Is it so different now? The whirr and the rush of ptesent
living is louder in this new land than it ever was in the lands
from which those questing ships set sail; there is still, as
before, an ever present search for gold; there is tumulruous
searching for adventure. But above the confusion there is a
steady cettainty. Homes will live. They must be peaceful
places built on a foundation of love, and work, and steadiness.
As truly now as in that distant day, the future of our country
rests upon her homes. Now, as then, America is in need of
them!

From Yam! 011 African Pioneeu,

Edinburgh House Press, London.

The Social Settlement as a Way of Life
(Continued from page 17)

both committed to promote essentially the same spirit of terms. If it claims to do so it excites the suspicion that it is
goodwill and sacrificial service. In this they may freely rec· failing co serve the propaganda of its own faith, or gives
ognize their community of interests without fear of encroach. occasion for suspecting the settlement of being a proselyting
ing upon each other's sphere. But their ways and means of agency instead of a common denominator for the solution of
reaching their ends properly differ. The church requires ac- the problem of unifying the community. Freedom for "diver.
ceptance of its standards and sacraments as a condition of ad. sities of gifts and operations" should be given "the same
mission to its membership. The settlement seeks co under. spirit."
stand and appreciate the srandards and ideals of the group co Surely rhe community needs both the church and the settle
which the individual belongs in order to move him from ment. As surely each of them needs the other co supplemenc
within co something higher and better, rather than to im. it. Therefore churches which suPPOtt settlements commend
pose the will of any other group upon him from without. The themselves the more to their communities by leaving the settle
church legitimately and necessarily gathers constituents from mencs free to fulfill their distinctive service. And settlements
the community inco irs own communion. The settlement seeks likewise commend themselves by promoting respect for and
to enlist and unite differing people in the fellowship and cooperation with and between churches of all faiths in the
service of the whole community. community. Thus a Way of Life for the community may best

The settlement neither presumes to claim functions of the be established, through which the churches may more readily
church nor assumes to be a substitute for it. Neither the lead individuals into "The Way" they preach and exemplify.
church nor its mission should claim the name or the whole aim The Wesley Houses may thus carry futther out than the Meth.
of the settlement, because it cannot be a common ground on odist churches which supports them, Wesley's own claim, "the
which the people of the whole community can unite on equal world is my parish."

~~

The Conquering Queen of Calibar
(Continued from page 33)

tribe had, and doled our one pottion only to each chief to test F OR nearly forry years she worked on in Calibar, stricken
whether rhe bottles indeed concained spirit. At last they scores of times with fever. She rescued hundreds of twin
grew quieter and she spoke to theul. babies thrown out to die in the forest, stopped wars and ordeal

"I am going," she said, "across the Great Waters to my by poison, made peace, healed the sick.
home, and I shall be away many moons. Promise me here, on At last, too weak to walk, she was wheeled through the for.
both sides, that you will not go to war with one another while I escs',and along the valleys by some of her "twins" now grown
am away." to srrong children, and died there-the conquering Queen of

"We promise," they said. They gathered around her and Calibar who ruled in the hearts of even the fiercest cannibals
she told them the stoty of Jesus Christ in whose name she had through the power of the Faith, by which out of weakness she
come to them. was made strong.

"Now," she said, "go to your rest and fight no more." And
the tribes kept their promise to her-so that when she returned
they could say, "It is peace."
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Respect for Personality

For the Devotional

By ALBERT E. BARNETT

Matthew 5:21'3°: Mar~ 9:43'47: 10:19: Lu~e 18:18'25;
John 8:3'11.

A RECENT issue of. the Bulletin of the Federal. Coun~il
of Churches earned the story of a traveler In IndIa
who was distressed at the numerous child widows and

outcasts he saw for w[lOm nothing was being done. He sought
an explanation of this neglect from a Hindu seer and received
the reply, "It is the glory of Hinduism that it concerns itself not
with the incidental things but with the relation of the indio
vidual soul to God." It is the glory of the Gospel that human
personality is the highest expression of worth and that nothing
is incidental that affects human welfare. Professor King gives
an admirable statement to this Christian emphasis: "The prin.
ciple of reverence for personality is the ruling principle in
ethics and in religion; it constitutes therefore, the ttuest and
highest test of either an individual or a civilization; it has been,
even unconsciously, the guiding and determining principle in
all human progress." Individual shortcoming, social injustice,
and the variety of unbrotherly human relationships that afflict
the modern world originate in an inadequate appreciation of
the worth of persons.

In Marthew 5:21·30 Jesus interprets the 6th and 7th com.
mandments. The central note of the passage is an emphasis
on the sacred inviolability and the incalculable worth of a
human life. A man's own soul is his most precious possession
and men are therefore enjoined to master every power of life
and subject every resource to spiritual purposes. No discipline
is too severe and no self-denial too great if thereby a proper
spiritual development is accomplished. In inter-personal rela.
tions the principle of love, which is a conscientious regard
for the highest welfare of the other person, is to prevail. Con.
tempt for personal value, which is the source from which
adultery, murder, and every other social sin springs, is the

·,antithesis of love. The righteousness of the Kingdom roots in
a right appraisal of personal worth. It is the purpose of this
study to view tbis position in its various aspects.

Legitimate Self Regard
T HERE is throughout Jesus' teaching the recognition of

the legitimacy of a wholesome self regard. The Christian
is to "love his neighbor as himself." He is to cultivate his
faculties lest they shrivel, and improve his opportunities before
they vanish. He can know no cessation of effort in his quest
for a better self.

In Luke 9:25 a transaction is described that involved the
compromising of selfhood and rhe gaining of the marerial
world. It was Jesus' conviction that if this hypothetical case
were actual, the possessor of the world would have nothing
commensurate in value with the price at which he acquired it.
The true wealth of life did not for him consist in "the abun.
dance of things" possessed but in self possession (Luke 12:15·
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21). Jesus desired that men live as sons of God, and he made
it clear that to do this they must have the kind of regard for
themselves that God has for them.

Democracy of JeStls' Regard for Persons
GOD'S love for man is man's warrant for self regard. But

each man must remember that there are no favorites in
the divine family and that God loves each individual alike.
Spiritual slothfulness and moral unworthiness have ever ac.
companied the religious egoism that imagines oneself or one's
group to be the object of God's love in a sense not applicable
to all men and all groups. Life in its least and at its worst
represented infinite value for Jesus and enjoyed his profound
respect. Men might vary in worldly regards but all were
equally precious to God, whether Jew or Greek, bond or free,
male or female, learned or ignorant.

Self-love that Jesus countenances involves an abiding regard
for other persons. They shall be "in danger of the hell of fire"
who shall say "Thou fool" because the contempt for persons
which these words express is the background for all anti.social
conducr and belongs in the category with the acts which it
inspires.

Child"w and nv017zen
ON one occasion they brought little children to Jesus that

he might bless them and the disciples sought to
prevent them (Mark 10: 13.16). Jesus was indignant at
their stupidity. He did not estimate value in terms of size
but in terms of potentiality. The child was a person and as
such was welcomed and valued. Nowhere was Jesus so severe
as in his representation of the sinfulness and the destiny of
any who should inflict spiritual injury on a little child.

Jesus radically and permanently altered the status of women.
He neither looked down on them as inferior to men nor placed
the man on a pedestal as superior beings to be worshipped. He
apparently ignored the factor of sex and viewed them simply
as persons enti!led to the regard due every person. "Widow.
hood in Hinduism, marriage among the Mohammedans-they
are proverbs for the misery of woman!" because in those
religions Jesus' democratic evaluation of personality is absent.
Several years ago the writer heard a woman who had recently
returned from a trip around the world say, "I would not mind
so much being borh a man anywhere, but to be born a woman
in lands where Christ is unknown is a tragedy," It is Jesus'
unique and original regard for personality that has sanctified
childhood and that has given and now guarantees to women
the position of equality which they enjoy in Christian lands.

(Continued on page 42)
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Spiritual Cultivation
Sharing the Gift' of Life

By BERTHA CONDE
For Study: Acts 8:25'40; 1 Cor. 3: 1'17; Matt. 28: 18'20.

UNLESS a rree putS forch leaves and fruit it dies. Un.
less the love of Chtist in us reaches out to others we
impoverish our spirit. The gift of life is ours only as

we pass it on. The kingdom of Jesus Christ grows only by
the touch of life upon life and the contagion of spinto
This is why our Lord's last teaching was, "Go and make
disciples of all nations." Ir applies to everyone who has
dedicated himself as a temple for the indwelling Christ.
He has no hands, or voice, or feet, or human heart, save those
of his disciples through which to manifest Himself to the

. world, Have we truly let Him use us to win othets to him?
Everyone who has a human contact of any kind is responsible
for sharing the gift of life. It is not for ministers and mis
sionaries alone but fot everyone of us who has friends and
neighbors and acquaintances, A woman leader in her church,
hearing that the husband of her washerwoman was ill went
to see her. Finding her weeping because he had just died, she
began to speak to her of Jesus and his love. The woman
listened intenrly and then burst forth, "Why have you never
told me about Him before? I've worked years for you and
you never said anything." Then she sobbed out, "All last
night when Bill was dying he kept asking me to telI him about
how he could be saved, and I couldn't; for I didn't know my.
self. Oh, why didn't you tell me this before?" The ques.
tion stabbed the spirit of the church woman, It haunted her
for years and changed her life from a pleasure seeker to a soul
seeker. It is hard to understand how anyone could discover
Christ and His life, and not long to help others to know
him.

Making Spiritual Contacts with Others

I WANT to help others to find Christ but I do not know
how to begin is often voiced by Christians. We naturally

shrink from intruding upon the inner life of another but we
need not have that fear if we are truly in earnest. Most can.
tacts come in response to some truthful witness to our own ex·
perience. "Where were you this afternoon?" a friend asked.
"I was reading a life of Christ that held me spell.bound,"
"I never knew you cared," came the reply. Then followed
a conversation in which the friend accepted Jesus. So often
we find off opportunities by casual answers like, "I was read.
ing" or "I was busy" and so miss the priceless chance of
sharing our gift of life, People are quick to show their
spiritual thirst when they find that we really have living water.
It is the personal witness from our experience that finds
natural contacts, Books we share, or some unlooked.for service
in the spirit of the Master unlocks hearts, The Spirit of God
makes contacts for us with those whom he knows are seeking
light if we ask to be used as a channel for the teaching of
Jesus.
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We do not have to be perfect before we share our expe.
rience with our friends. The confession of how Christ has
helped us conquer some temptation or enabled us to find Him
real, draws others to us far more than if we were so perfect
that we could not understand their needs. When our Lord
and His service are the dominant interest in our life, others
are bound to feel it in subtle ways of which we may not be
aware. "Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speak.
eth," Like our Lord we must be ready at any moment for the
incidental contacts which have a significance far beyond our
vision.

The Teaching of Supreme Importance

L IFE was never more interesting and spacious in its possi.
bilities and yet there is despair and cynicism on every

hand, Most people do not voice it publicly but within them
there is an unsatisfied yearning that depresses them; especially
when alone, They need to see in Jesus the full answer to their
Cjuest for the meaning of life and the power to lift us into a
life that is eternal. Through the birth of Jesus we know that
God loves us so dearly that he wants to give life to us so that
we do not perish but rise to higher and higher realms of power
and service. There is no other way into the truth save through
Him.

We are told by the psychologists that we must integrate or
focus our life around the highest ideal. What ideal could be
higher or more complete than to reproduce the life of Jesus!
To have his sense of values; to use his teachings as eternal
principles of right living; to artain his spirit in all our rela.
tions with God and man; this means the most joyous and
richest life. Much of the pain and sorrow we endute comes
because we foclls on something incomplete; and thus bring
confusion and chaos into our living. Let us accept with joy
the gift of God to us and bring all the treasures of our talents,
resources and capacities to the Christ. Giving Jesus supreme
sway and quietly trusting Him, opens all doors and surmounts
all difficulties,

Suggestions for Fellowship Meeting

R EAD Matt, 28:18.20 and have ten minutes of silent inter.
cession in which each member prays for some friend who

needs to find Christ and asks guidance in making contacts.
. Under section two shate with one another experiences in
personal work without mentioning names, Let each help the
others in answering questions that have been asked. Make
a list of names of books that can be shared to help those who
are seeking the light,

Under section three bear wimess to what Jesus Christ
really means to our daily life. Is there need for bettet in.
tegration around Him?
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THY KINGDOM COME
"Tile Kingdom of Heaven Is Li~e Unto Leaven, Which a Woman Too~

The New Peace Psychology

T HE changed artitude of mankind towards war and peace
is as srriking as ir is evidem. The subject is viewed
from new angles, wirh new prediIeaions, and discussed

in new terminology. From being war· minded, rhe world has
become peace.minded. No doubr the best of mankind always
deprecared war, bur belie\'ed it inevitable and defensible, and
as furnishing the besr examples of courage and devorion. The
advocates of peace were kepr on rhe defensive, as impractical
dreamers, or dangerous fanatics. It is no longer so.

It is not peace thar is arraigned at the bar of an aroused
public semimem, bur war. Peace advocares need no longer
fear ridicule, den unci arion nor sarin'. These old allies rhat
so long did dury for misguided parriotism and narrow na.
rionalism have deserted rheir old masrers. In fact, peace and
war have swapped places, and war is on rhe defensive. So
much has been won, and rhe ad\'ocares of peace now have
a fair field and a favorable hearing.

The world is organizing for peace. The changing semimem
is seeking ro embody irself in forms of organization, which
may be termed preparedneSJ for peace, expressing confidence
and good.will, whereas rhe much vaumed preparedness for
war expresses fear and suspicion. The League of Nations, the
\\Torld Courr, the Kellogg Pact, are illustrarions.

In short, rhe ghosrs of fear are being laid. A new spitit
of imernarional adventure is abroad, we are slowly bur surely
learning the language of good.will and daring ro truSt each
orher.

A Red Letter Year

T HE year 1929 will go down in history as having recorded
the most amazing strides towards peace of all time. The

final adjusrmem of German Reparations, called by Mr. Briand
"The final Iiquidarion of rhe war"; the settlement of the debr
of France ro rhe United Stares; the creation of a new outlook
for disarmamem, by Mr. Hugh Gibson's speech at Geneva;
the final adoption and promulgation of the Kellogg Treaty;
the visit of Premier MacDonald ro America and the frank
and friendly discussions of disarmamem, with the whole world
listening in-all this and more will make a thrilling chaprer
for our grandchildren to read. A good heading for that chap.
rer would be "Civilization Turns a Corner".

Nor dare we leave out of the reckoning that this year the
firsr narion in all history vored for disarmament by a good
majoriry, in a national elecrion. The lirtle country of Den.
mark faced rhe issue and afrer a national campaign, followed
rhe formula, "The way ro disarm is to disarm". The Kellogg
Treary and Mr. Gibson's speech both figured largely in the
anti.milirarisr discussion. Thus rhe part America is raking in
rhe peace movement is bearing fruir in far away regions.

"\\Thile Denmark is only a small srare", remarks rhe Chris.
tian Centllr)'. "its conduct may be taken as an indication of
world sentiment on this subjecr. At any rare it should be mosr
enlightening as ro the attirude of smaller countries toward rhe
maintenance of armed forces,"

\X'e come to the end of 1929 with the swing of a tide rhar
sers towards a new era of peace. The viaory is not won, but
rhe forges arc already ringing rhar arc ro fashion rhe swords
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imo plowshares. There are, however, some who will hold
renaciously ro the sword, even rhough the Master is saying
plainly, "Pur up thy sword."

Signs oj Panic
WE have been disillusioned as ro the trusrworthiness of

war propaganda. The Presidem of the Congregational
Union of England and \,\lales is quored as saying: "I am
againsr the next war now, before I know whar it is going ro
be abour-I do know thar it will nor be abour what they will
say ir is abour. There will be as before a falsificarion of war
aims". \\Te are becoming familiar wirh some of the queer
propaganda being employed ro keep war fires burning. They
are usually addressed ro our fears, bur are ofren the ludicrous
signs of panic on the part of rhose who use rhem. One time
we ate gravely rold rhat an army of Japanese is being organized
in Mexico; at another that Mexican money has corrupted sev.
eral of our senarors, wirh documemary evidence; all of which
ir is needless to say proves to be pure fabrication.

Now comes Mr. Shearer wirh fake evidence of British
imrigue to overrurn rhe American governmem. Phorostaric
copies of a secrer documem arc furnished the big navy chiefs
and the D. A. R·s., and are made ro playa part in the Geneva
Conference. This documem rums out to be nor e\'en a fake,
bur a satire, meam ro be no more rhan rhe laughable literary
rrick of an Irishman. The documem had been sold on the
srreers of New York ten years before ar five cems a copy.

.Mr. Barnum said a new sucker was born every minute.
Those who resort to such measures as the above musr rhink
the crop more than usually prolific.

President HOOller and Disarmament

EVERY peace. loving American citizen, of wharever party,
or creed, musr be gratified at the stand raken by Mr.

Hoover on the subject of peace. It is claimed, and with good
reason, that the entire sratus of America's international rcla.
rions was changed in rhe first six months of :Mr. Hoover's
occupancy of the \\Thire House.' In his Armistice Day speech
Mr. Hoover declared for reference of international controver.
sics to conference, to inquiry as to faa, or to arbitration, or
to judicial determination. He declared also for reduaion of
armamems and left to other nations the determination of how
great the reduction should be. "They cannot make it too low
for us", he declared.

The President said there should be a code of imernational
law, by which international disputes could be adjudicated, He
expressed the belief that the United States should adhere to the
\'\lorld Court. It is now one of the few nations which arc
outside the World Court.

It will be remembered that when Mr. Hugh Gibson made
his surprising speech at Geneva, he spoke with the approval
of rhe President, and that his words were accepted as the
policy of the adminisrration. The frank conferences with
Premier MacDonald still further committed these great leaders
of the twO governmems before the world to an honest effort
to secure organized peace and effeaual disarmament. All this
may be raken as expressing the attitude of the world's most
powerful and influential government.
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THY WILL BE DONE
and Hid in 'Three Measures of Meal, 'Till It Was All Leavened"

All of the above, and much more like it, opens the way for
marshalling and mobilizing public sentiment and, more im.
portant still, for a thorough.going educational ·campaign for
creating a generation of peace. loving citizens.

Patriotism and Peace

T wo of the strongest appeals for loyalty are nationalism
and internationalism. Narorally the strongest of the two

is nationalism. One is hardly to be blamed if he purs his own
countty first. And it is not to be wondered at that any troe
American would shrink from being called unpatriotic. But
a troe patriotism and a true internationalism are altogether
compatible. It is significant that Mr. Hoover and Premier
MacDonald disclaimed desiring anything for themselves and
their governments that they did not desire for evety other
nation. Certain angles of the tariff question are a commentaty
on the common interests of the nations, and in a world so
closely knit together it is more and more evident that our
inerests are one 'round the world.

When Mr. Hoover reminds us that about 80 per cent of the
ra.-xes we pay ro the Federal Government go to pay for wars,
past or prospective, he is making more than a narional plea.
He is voicing the plea of those Europeans whose backs are
bending beneath the burdens of taxation for military establish.
ments, and naval rivalries.

The five great naval powers spent on their navies, last
year, approximately $1,000,000,000. One of our bartleships
costs $50,000,000 and would be useless in war. An airplane
could pur it out of business with lirtle trouble, and Admiral
Sims is quoted as saying that if an enemy approaches our shores
the place for our bartleships is "up the Mississippi River as
far as they can go." It is poor economy and worse policics to
spend $50,000,000 each to build and $40,000,000 a year to
maintain a fleet of eighteen ships that must scurtle up the
Missippii when they hear the whirr of an enemy airplane.

There are but sixry.two of these ships in the five great
navies of the world. If they were all scrapped we would all
be as safe as we are now, and everybody better off and more
neighborly, and far less inclined to war. Besides if we mean to

live up to the Kellogg Treaty, what do we want with these
rhreatening monsters?

Inevitable Next Steps

W E have said that the siroation offers a new and favorable
opporrunity for mobilizing public opinion and effective

peace education. We must not overlook the faa, however,
that there are influential opposing forces that will die in the
last ditch. It appears now that we are drawing near that ditch.
Approach to it is being speeded up by the frantic methods of
the surviving milirarists and counselors of force. And yet the
old suspicion and jumpy nerves left over from the doldrums
of the past decade still see a foe lurking 'round the corner,
and give force to the plea for preparedness, a word whose
magic is equalled only by its elasticity.

To be sure, we are not told what or whom we are to be
prepared for. If, for instance, we should prepare against the
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combined navies of the world, we would need to build twent),.
six new battleships and other war craft in proportion.

The Goodwill Congress of the World Alliance for Intet.
national Friendship which met in Nashville in November spoke
tculy when it expressed the belief "that the maintenance of
peace and its safeguard against any possible furore danger,
depends most of all not upon the acts and policies of particular
governments, but upon the deeper power of the opinion and
sentiment of the majorities of the plain people of the world";
that "the strongest influence on behalf of world peace must
be exerted through effective methods of popular education and
information'; and also in the appeal for "the co.operation of
all faithful men and women in promoting the program of the
World Alliance and other similar organizations for bringing
the subject of world peace to the attention of communit),
gatherings everywhere.

The five power Naval Conference is to meet in London .in
January. We should do what we can singly and unitedly to
make that Conference. We should strengthen the hands of our
President and his co.workers, and of the millions who yearn
and pray for telief from the burden and dread of war.

We should bring to bear the force of public opinion in favor
of the entrance of the United States into the World Court as
a logical and necessary sequence to the Kellogg Treaty.

We should back to the last limit the efforts of peace organi.
zations and patriotic bodies in a campaign of education that
the public may know the facts, and that confidence may take
the place of fear and suspicion and good.will be substiroted
for pride and prejudice. For eternal vigilance is the price
of peace as well as of liberty.

Hands Across the Sea

W HEN we recall the astounding coincidence in the
political leadership of the two dominant nations at this

crucial hour, we are warranted in translating it Providence.
It is as if we heard, "through the harsh noises of our day",
a voice of authority saying to the growling dogs of war, "Lie
down". Mr. Root was right when he said that "the way to

avert war is to prevent the state of mind in which people
wish to fight", and in the recognition of thar tendency in the
conversations of the Prime Minister and our President. Surely
President Hoover and Prime Minister MacDonald realized thar
they were speaking for their countries, and that is the significam
thing; and in the language of Mr. MacDonald, they had not
"come together for the purpose of enthroning peace over the
Atlantic", "for the purpose of trying to enthrone peace
all over the world". Their united voice is a trumpet blast for
peace that has been h~ard around the world. They have chal.
lenged the world to "take the risks of peace".

The Kellogg Treaty has already declared for moral disarma.
ment, and these two nations througJ:!. their leaders declare for
physical disarmament. This faa stands as the crowning one
in the wondtous peace record of 1929, and sets the ideal of
peace in the spotlight. The wealth and ptestige, the moral
and political power of these two nations, are pledged to a
crusade against war, as a common responsibility.
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"Let Me 'Tell You A Good- Story'~
By HERSCHEL BURGIN

L AST month we promised a sequel to
the interesting Oliviera story. It

comes in the story told by Mr. Herschel
Burgin, of Senh"or Barbieri, Brazilian stu
dent just arrived for matriculation in

Southern Methodist University

,
II

selves for the support of Earl More
land and his family, and sometimes
for the partial maintenance of his
work in Brazil, funds which have
ranged from $1,000 in 1923 to
$3,000 in 1928, the banner year of
all Earl Moreland Fund drives.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

"Little S. M. U." has grown
steadily from the time of its organi
zation. In 1922, the first year, there
were five dormitory pupils. Today
there are 89 dormitory pupils and
over one hundred total enrollment.
From 1923 to 1928, according to
Barbieri, the institution has regis
tered annually an enrollment repre
senting an increase of one-third
over the enrollment for the imme
diately preceding year. Graduates
have been as follows: 1926, 1
(Senhor Barbieri); 1927, 4; 1928,
0; 1929, 3 (Candidates for the
Bachelor of Divinity degree as of
fered there).

And what of Senhor Barbieri?
Whence does he come? What is
his story? In answering these ques
tions, we cannot do better, especially
in view of the limitations to which
this article is subjected of necessity,

than to quote again from one of President Moreland's letters
written to Dr. Kilgore:

"He (Barbieri) is of Italian parentage, was born in Italy,
lived two and a half years in Switzerland and one year in Ger.
many, and came to Brazil with his parents when nine years
of age. He was converted and joined our church a little over
six years ago. He was given a local preacher's license shottly
thereafter, taught for two years in the school at Passo Fundo,
finished with honors the high~st academic course which this
state affords and entered our Bible School at Potto Alegre Col
lege in February, 1924. He was our first graduate of the full
three years' course, receiving his diploma in November of
1926. He held a student pastorate throughout the years he
was with us, and upon graduation was assigned to one of our
larger churches where he has had great success in all his work."

Barbieri's wife, Odette Oliviera Barbieri, is a graduate of
the Santa Cruz Normal School of Juiz de Fora, Minas Ge{aes,
Brazil. She taught Portuguese for four years, from 1920 to
1923, at the Instituto Gymnasial, Passo Fundo. Mrs. Barbieri
was general secretary of the Woman's Missionary Society of
the South Brazil Conference in 1925 and 1926, and thereafter,
until the time of her departure for S. M. U. with her husband,
was president of the organization.

Barbieri plans to remain at S. M. U. with his family possibly
three years, working toward the A.B. and B.D. degrees, and
possibly the M.A. degree in addition. Like most other students
of the School of Theology, he will do some work on the side
as a means of defraying part of the expenses of a career in
the Seminary.

H E is the most promising
" young preacher we have in

Brazil today," said J. Earl
Moreland, president of Porto Alegre
College, or "Little S. M. P.," in
Southern Brazil, in a letter wrirten
rhis year to Dr. James Kilgore, dean
of the School of Theology of South
ern Methodist University. This
statement was made regarding
Senhor Barbieri, first graduate of
Porto Alegre College, successful
pastor, brilliant student and thinker,
and consecrated Christian, who ma
triculated at S. M. U. early in Oc
tober.

The story of this young man is
inextricably bound up with the his.
toty of his alma mater, Porto Alegre
College. In telling his story, then,
we must tum first to this institution
where he received much of his train.

"ing for the ministry.

Porto Alegre College is a boys'
school with a curriculum which in
cludes courses in grammar school,
high school, and college subjects,
the higher courses culminating in a
degree which is almost the equiv-
alent of the A.B. degree in America.
Supported by the General Board of Missions of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, it was first projected in 1919 by
Bishop John M. Moore, then in charge of the work of Meth

,odism in Brazil. In 1922 the new institution opened its doors
for the first time. Earl Moreland served as vice-president from
the time of its founding in 1922 till he assumed the duties
of presid~nt in 1926.

T HE city of Porto Alegre from which Porto Alegre College
takes its name, is larger than Dallas, Texas, boasting a

population of some 350,000 people, according to Barbieri. It
is the capital, and as with all capitals in Brazil, the chief city
and center of everything in the state, of Rio Grande do Sui,
the southern-most s~ate of the country.

In this chief city of Rio Grande do Sui, Porto Alegre Col
lege looks down from its magnificent site on Petropolis Hill
upon a commanding view across the Lagoa dos Patos and the
fiv~ rivers which empty into it. The view, framed by a huge
amphitheater of roIling hills all about, says Bishop Moore,
is one of the most beautiful that mortal eye ever beheld. Such
is Porto Alegre College, dubbed "Little S. M. U." by the
students of Southern Methodist University because of their
relationship to it.

Southern Methodist University is bound to Porto Alegre
College by the fact that Earl Moreland, one of its charter
students and an A.B., B.D. and M.A. graduate, has served
as vice-president of Porto Alegre College from 1923 till 1926;
and from then on continuously as president of the" institution.
Each year the students of the university raise among them-
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COME WITH Us
It is the Missionary Institute we are inviting you to.

If it has not been held, it will occur right away-early in January. The pastor will tell
you the date and place.

Presiding elder, pastor, bttSy laymen, elect and interested laywomen-especially the
missionary committee, and everybody that wants to warm up at the good January fires and
go back to help down in the churches-you are the people we are calling!

Especially are the members of the missionary committee urged to come. At the Insti
tute they hear how:

( 1) To distribute the literature;

(2) to conduct the mission scudy class;

(3) to push subscriptions to the Missionary Voice;

(4) to conduct the every member canvass for the free will offering.

The weather may be bad in January. Who cares about the weather any more? Good
roads, warm churches, everybody an automobile-do not go alone to the Institute. Plan
it early and bring a load of committee members with you.

For The Missionary Comt;nittee
(January Meeting)

(1) Q. When is the District Institute to be
held?

A. Pastor has the date.

(2) Q. Who should attend?

A. Everybody in vi ted, 1JUSSlOnary
workers urged. (See list in para
graph above.)

(3) Q. Why should the missionary com
mittee attend?

A. This is set-up day for the commit
tee in training for the cultivation
period.
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(4) Q. What is the work of the commit
tee during the January-February
period?

A. See paragraph above.

(5) Q. How may we get out a good at
tendance?

A. Plan now to see that certain per
sons by name go to the Institute,
and arrange to go in automobile
parties.
DOUBLE THE ATTENDANCE AT

THE INSTITUTE AND DOUBLE THE

EFFICIENCY OF THE CULTIVATION!
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For the Devotional n Respect for Personality
(Continued from page 36)

'i

The Handicapped and the Lost

T HE handicapped, the loathsome, the lost, ordinarily
shunned, received Hom Jesus sympathetic attention and

encouragement (Matthew 8:1-4). He was sure that even those
lives that were physically and morally broken had Divine possi
bilities and were worth salvaging. President Green of the
American Federation of Labor is not the first to resent the
creation of "a human scrap heap" and his challenge to our
industrial system to cooperate in preventing it is so thoroughly
Christian as to deserve the cooperation of business men every
where. Lives are more precious than profits and must be
conserved at the reduction or even the loss of the latter.

The parables of recovery in Luke 15, culminating in the
recovery of the lost son are a mighty tribute to human worth.
"There is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one
sinner that repenteth" because lives are too infinitely previous
to remain lost. Jesus refused to despair of men, and his faith
in God is matched by his faith in the value and redeemability
of men. He described himself as having come "to seek and
to save the lost." He was known as the "friend of publicans
and sinners." He commissioned his disciples to be "fishers
of men." In John 8:3-12 there is the story of the woman
taken in adultery. Jesus' attitude there is one of kindness and
forgiveness. He does not condone the woman's sin, but he
differs from her accusers in that their major interest is in
exacting legal penalty whereas his is in the redemption of
personality. Jesus was capable of severity and sternness but
these had no place in the presence of repentance.

Human and Economic Values

JESUS viewed human life as marking the climax of divine
creation and as transcending all the rest of creation in value.

As compared with the lower orders of life or with economic
values it deserved first consideration (Luke 12 :4-7, 22-34;
Matthew 6:25, 26; 12:12). This truth is so elemental in
Christianity and receives such general theoretical assent that
it would hardly seem to merit extended emphasis here. No
where, however, is theory more out of accord with current
practice.

It is at this point that the Christian view of life faces its
crucial tests today. It is here that Christian men and the
Church may lose their souls in the all too general willingness
to try to se~e God and Mammon. Those most violently op
posed to Christianity today, many of them nominal Christians,
are the apologists for the existing materialistic economic order.
None are so determined as they to obstruct the realization of
Christian ideals.

Everyone remembers the gallant pose of the organized liquor
interests as the defenders of "personal liberty." Of a piece
with that pose was the heroic defense of the autonomy of the
American home manufacturing interests who so successfully
contributed to the defeat of the recently proposed amendment
to the Federal Constitution to empower Congress to pass
national Child Labor laws; of a piece with that pose is the
readiness of some representatives of the textile industry and
some sympathetic newspapers to brand as "Communism" the
efforts of so conservative and so thoroughly an American
organization as the American Federation of Labor to organize
Southern mill workers that they may demand a living wage
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and thus be enabled to rear their children in decency; of a
piece with that pose is the boasted "patriotism" of 'representa
tives of those great shipbuilding corporations who apparently
sought by their insidious propaganda to defeat the naval arma
ment reduction program of President Hoover. The stimulating
comment of the Memphis Commercial Appeal on this last
instance is memorable: "There are so many evidences that
international hostility has its foundation in trade and competi.
tion that the world is beginning to regard as a tragic and
pathetic figure the boy who leaves his plow, siezes the flag,
rushes into the fire of the enemy, and lays down his life for
his country that speculators may be made rich and millionaires
be made multimillionaires."

Human Value and Institutions
T HE Sabbath and the Temple were the holiest institutions

of Judaism. Yet Jesus insisted that they were nor ends in
themselves, but like all institutions, then and now, were de
signed to contribute to human welfare and deserved perpetu- .
ation only insofar as they fulfilled that design. "The Sabbath
was made for man and not man for the Sabbath" and the
Temple was "a house of prayer for all nations."

It is in view of this principle that the Christian conscience
of succeeding ages must examine and revise institutional life.
In view of this principle it must constantly require of all that
the past has developed and that the present upholds that it
contribute to the fuller realization of human possibilities.

The CfOSS

T HE Cross stands as the ultimate measure of Jesus' estimate
of human worth (Mark 10:45) . Sacrifice for its own

sake is loathsome and morbid. It becomes magnificent and
challenging only when there is an end sufficient to justify it.
Jesus died on the Cross to redeem men because he felt that
they were worth dying for. The Cross is a divine testimonial
to the worth' of humanity.

This principle of the Cross is incisive and revolutionary.
"It tears down and it builds up. Give it its way and it tears
down all that belittles man and treats him as of small account.
It seals the doom of tyranny in' government. It condemns all
social tyrannies and oppressions, and all institutions that deal
with human beings without high consideration for their wotth.
All scorn and contempt of men, even evil men, it would
abolish..... And in the place of tyranny and contempt and
wrong it would bring in an order of large and equal justice,
of fraternal sympathy and helpfulness, and of equal oppor
tunity" (Clarke).

The Kingdom IdealT HE kingdom of heaven repr<lsented an order of life com-
pletely governed by love. It lay in the future and was to

be realized by co-operative effott on the patt of God and
man. Its ideals were realizable and were to be realized under
earthly conditions and as a prerequisite of the coming of the
kingdom. The heavenly Jerusalem was to be given earthly
foundations. A social order ,approximating Jesus' conception
of the already existing heavenly order was implied in all his
teaching, and for the realization of such a condition of things
the Christian ideal of human value was and is primary.
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The Missionary Society
Adult Program -- February

For FilII Program see 1930 yearbook.
MISSIONARY TOPICS: 1. The W'esley HOllse Serving ill

Foreign COllllllllnities.-See February leaflet for some first
hand observations of work that the Woman's Missionary
Sociery is doing in communities of foreign speaking people.
Further material may be found in the 1929 Annual Report of
the Woman's Missionary Council, see pages 167-182. A world
map ot Southern Methodist Missions may be secured for $2.7.5
at the Methodist Publishing House, 810 Broadway, Nashville,
Tennessee: With this our missions may be located.

2. The Settlement as a JI7ay of Life- (supplementary
topic.) See January Missionary Voice, page 16. This article
may be used for any who wish a wider discussion of sertlement
work.

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Whar phases of human life should be included In our

service to men? Give reasons for your answer.

2. Whar were the circumstances which called forth the fitst
attempts in sertlement work?

3. What are the methods used in settlement work? In what
ways do they fulfill the law of Christ: Love thy neighbor as
thy self?

4. In what ways does the sertlement supplement the work
of the church?

5. Discuss some of the results of our Wesley House work
-see February leaflet, also Missionary Voice October 1929,
page 16 and Annual Report 1929.

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC: Respect for Personality, Matt. 5:21
30; Mark 9:43-47; 10:19; Luke 18:18-25; John 8:3-11; cf
Luke 7:36-50. The first reference is intended to be read in
the society. The others are for additional study.

light of the "tests" before presented, a discussion would follow
as to the reason for the greatness of each missionary presented.

REFERENCES: Jubilee Sketches (1928); leaflets; a packet
on Missionary Heroes, price ten cents. For story of Albert
Schweitzer see September 1929 Missionary Voice; for story of
Grenfell see August, September, and October 1928 Missionary
Voice; for story of Mary Slessor see this issue of iHissionary
Voice, page 19. For further references see 1930 Progralll SlIg
gestiollS.

Note: For Intermediate program see 1930 Book of Pro.
grams for Intermediate Grollp. Extra copies ten cents each.

Help Solve This Problem

PHOENIX, Arizona, is a rapidly developing city in the
Salt River valley. Its wonderful climate attracts great
numbers of health seekers, especially during the winter

months.
Believing that many persons miss their home church and

its fellowship, Central Church, Phoenix, employs a deaconess
whose first dury is to our guests who are ill. Many must
remain for long months. Som.e come to church; othets are
not physically able to do so.

We gladly extend to them all the privileges of church
fellowship which our own sick and shut-in members receive.
Our problem is how to find them. Pethaps thete is someone
here from your own society or congregation. If you know of
such a person will you please write us at Central Methodisr
Episcopal Church, South, Phoenix, Arizona? Please do nOI
forget to state the address of the person whose name you
send; for Phoenix is quite large, and has many sanitarium'
in the city and suburbs.

Yours for service,

Senior Young People's
Program -- February

See Program Sflggestions--copies ha"e
been mailed to each Young People's
auxiliary. Extra copies may be secured
for ten cents each.

TOPIC: My Favorite Missionary, Each
member of the society should have read
the story of a number of missionaries.
Those with whom she is acquainted will
serve also. At rhe meeting each may
present what she feels to be the tests of
greatness in a missionary-e.g., moral
courage, physical courage, understand
ing sympathy, patience in the face of
difficulties, work accomplished in teach.
ing, in healing, in bringing men and
women into touch with God:

Following this, each member could .
present the character she has chosen,
telling briefly of his life and work, read
ing perhaps a paragraph that would
summarize her presentation. Then in rhe
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100% AUXILIARIES

EAST OKLAHOMA
CONFERENCE

Sasakwa

NORTH ARKANSAS
CONFERENCE

Umsted Memorial, Newport

C. RAYMOND GRAY, Pastor.

IDA M. STEVENS, Deaconess.

To the Agents of the
Missionary Voice

DEAR CO-WORKER:

This is an important month for the
future of the MISSIONARY VOICE. We
have entered upon a new venture in the
enlargement of this magazine: Its sue.·
cess depends very much upon you and
me. We have the most interesting
project in all the world. We are seeking
to sell to our church the grear missionary
enterprise. The Missionary Voice in the
home of every Methodist will help as
171!1ch as any other one thing. Don't stop
short of this objective!

Yours for success,

ESTELLE HASKIN, Editor.
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Personals
R EV. J. W. MOORE, D. D., was honored

by his brethren of the Virginia Confer
ence to lead rhe clerical delegation to the Gen
eral Conference. Dr. Moore's place ar the
head of the delegation places him on the
Episcopal Commi nee, but he never fails to
keep one good eye out for missions, and is
always ready to lend a hand. He was for a
while Conference Missionary Secretary, at
present is President of the Conference Board,
and at the General Missionary Council in
Raleigh did excellent service as the leader of
our devotional service each day.

-b.-

R EV. 1. 'H. ESTES and Mrs. Homer
Tatum, Conference Missionary Secertary

and President of the Woman's Missionary So
ciety of the Conference respectively, were
both included in the General Conference dele
gation from the Memphis Conference, Brother
Estes at the head of his delegation and Mrs.
Tatum well up. Busy as they were at the ses
sion of the Conference, they had time to at
tend the Board meetings and speed the Mis
sion Board visitor on his way.

-b.-

R EV. F. K. GAMBLE, D. D., seems alto
gether at home in the Missionary Secre

taryship of the North Alabama Conference.
Twice providentially recalled from his loved
work in Korea, as Conference Secretary of kis
Conference he shows no abatement of his old
time zeal. His brethren of the Conference be,
lieve in him, and his plans at the Conference,
enthusiastically presented to the Board, prom
ise a vigorous advance along all missionary
lines in that great Conference. His wife is a
trained worker and a fine help in his work.

-b.-

THE VISIT of Mr. Fred Smith to Nash
vj))e in attendance upon the World Al

liance was an event of no small interest.
Those who recalled his work with the Lay
men's Missionary Movement, and later, his
leadership of the Men and Religion Move
ment, save him a good hand of welcome.
An able and successful business man, he has
found time to travel and work on behalf of
the great human movements of the world.
One rarely sees a more inspiring audience
than the student gathering that greeted him
in the War Memorial Building in Nashville
on Sunday afternoon, and rarely sees one led
to better profit.

-b.-

A T THE MISSISSIPPI CONFERENCE in
Meridian one familiar face was absent.

A touching circumstance, attracting at once
the eye of a casual visitor, was the picture of
Dr. A. F. Watkins, nobly mounted on a
memorial table and in full view of the Con
ference. Another had taken the place of Dr.
Watkins at the Secertary's table, and the ranks
were closing in, but an invisible presence
seemed to hover over the Conference of his
brethren he had so long and nobly served.
Dr. Watkins was for years connected with
the Board of Missions, for a quadrennium its
Viee-President. So will he be missed when
another takes his place at the Secretary's desk,
so long filled by him, in the General Confer
ence. "He being dead yet speaketh:'
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T HE PRESIDING OFFICER of the great
meeting at the Masonic Temple on Mon

day night of the World Alliance was Col.
John E. Edgerton. Master of assemblies he
proved, as he always does. Real meteors in
the firmament of good and brilliant talking
he let loose, but he knew how to touch off
their brilliance always with an apt and graci
ous word. Col. Edgerton did great service to
the Church when for years he was the Treas
urer of the Centenary Movement.

-b.-

M R. WINSTON CRAM, Director of our
English Language College in Warsaw,

Poland, has been much gratified at the re
sults of the past school year. A wide variety
of proofessions are embraced by those who
are enrolled in the school, among them being
professors, lawyers, physicians, journalists,
engineers, architects, musicians, painters and
sculptors, business men, officers of the army
and navy, aviators, actors, clerks, state em
ployees, teachers, students, trail]ed nurses and
druggists. The Language College expects to
be self-supporting for the year 1929-1930.

-b.-

T HE RADIO is proving a blessing in our
work at Antwerp, Belgium, under Rev.'

William Thomas. There are probably 1,000
hearers in Antwerp alone, and reports of the
services have been rceived by Brother Thomas
not only from all parts of Belgium but from
France, England, Holland, Germany, and even
Moscow, Russia.

-b.-

W E HAVE NOT YET been able to open
our station in Malines, Belgium. The

preacher there is Rev. A. Mietes, who ad
dresses every Sunday night a fine congregation
in our building in the center of the town.
There is a wonderful work going on among
the young people.

-b.-

R EV. STEFAN BORTKIEWICZ is our
present pastor in the ciry of Wilno,

Poland. Brother Borrkiewicz is a man of
great spiritual experience. ,For some years he
was a Roman Catholic priest, but becoming
dissatisfied, he sought religious peace among
other Christians, and for years was what is
known as a "free Christian:' Since joining
our Church he has rendered good service as
an evangelist, and the fine congregations he
now has attest to the reali ty of his Gospel
message.

-b.-

R EV. T. J. GAMBLE, missIOnary in
Poland, sailed November 22, 1929, for

his furlough in the United States. Early in the
year he wj)) be in Boston. Mass., where his
address will be as follows: Care of P. B.
Gamble, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, Mass.

-b.-

R EV. P. 1. PALMORE and family arrived
at Yokohama the middle of October on

the "President Madison". Mrs. Palmore and
the children stopped off at Toyohashi for a
stay of two dilYS. They report a fine furlough,
but are glad to be back in Japan. They will
be located at Tokuyama.

R EV. AND MRS. T. W. DEMAREE, 01
Oita, Japan, are rejoicing in the news

that their son, Dr. Eugene W. Demaree, is to
be superintendent and chief surgeon of the
Wonsan Hospital, Korea. With his wife and
tWO children, Dr. Demaree sailed for the
Orient early in November.

-b.-

ON JUNE 7, 1929, when the Emperor
visited Osaka and Kobe, Kwansei

Gakuin was visited by an Imperial Messen
ger. Only four other schools in this region
were so honored. The Theological Depart
ment of the institution has the largest student
body in its history, the College Departments
are full, with a large number turned away,
and the Middle School has enrolled nearly
600 students. The Principal of the Middle
School is the Rev. Mr. Y. Tanaka, a graduate
of Vanderbilt University, and a trusted pastor,
ieacher and friend.

-b.-

T HE REV. 1. H. SNYDER, Southern
Methodist missionary, and President of

the Songdo Higher Common School, Songdo,
Korea, was recently signally honored by one
of the leading business organizations of that
city, the Songdo Textile Company, Ltd.,
which presented Mr. Snyder with a diploma
beautifully inscribed in Chinese characters,
and conferring upon him the title of "Ad
visory Director" of the company. This
honor was entirely unsought. and entails no
financial obligation of any kind on the part of
Mr. Snyder. At the same time the Rev. D. W.
Lim, Korean Vice-President of the scho?l,
was similarly honored. The Songdo Textile
Company is the Korean firm that reecntly pur
chased the textile mill of the Higher Com
mon School.

-b.-

M R. KYUNG MOOK SON, a colponeur
on the Songdo Nonh District, has re

cently had a thrilling adventure. Hearing of
a disturbance in his village caused by the
nightly visits of a wild beast, Mr. Son and the
pastor decided to put an end to the trouble.
Arming themselves with wooden clubs, they
went to the scene of the animal's nightly
visits, and hid in a convenient place to wait
its return. When it came, they rushed upon
it with their clubs. After a fierce fight in the
darkness with what they took to be a nooktai
(a beast somewhat like a tiger, but much
less dangerous), they succeeded in killing it.
To their great astonishment, they found that
armed with nothing but wooden clubs and a
daring spirit, they had killed a tiger. This is
typical of the bravery manifested by our
Korean workers in the Songdo North District.

-b.-

FOUR THINGS Rev. C. A. Long, Presid
ing Elder of the Petropolis District,

Brazil C6nference, asks us to pray for. They
are: More workers; more willing lay work·
ers in the·churches; the orphanage and other
needy enterprises; an increased consecration
and greater evangelistic spirit in all of the
Church on this field.
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The Outlook for Christianity in Brazil
(Continued from page 8)

Are We Nearing a Dangerous Crisis
in Foreign Missions

(Continued from page 10)

Jesus Only
(Continued from page II)
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is no shadow of reason for pessimism as to

die future of Christianity in Brazil. Instead
we face the future with absolute confidence
in the final outcome. With a strong evan
gelical church already deeply rooted in the
soil, the opportunity to grow and develop
with the country, whose territory is larger
lhan that of the United States, whose natural
resources are unsurpassed, with one river and

consuls; these, happil)', had not the right
to give them orders-could remain at their
stations and work on quied)'. Curiously,
there was a time in 1925 and 1926 when in
the interior of China there were only five
hundred Protestant missionaries, and two
hundred fifty of them Germans.

We do not yet know what this sudden and
unexpected interruption of the Protestant mis
sions will mean for the work as a whole. It
is quite possible that by the Providence of
God some good may result out of the great
evil. Yet we look again at the situation as a
whole. Have we in fact to take account of so
far reaching possibilities that the whole mis
sionar)' force, or at least by far the greater
part of it, may be forced to leave such large
fields as China or India or Africa, perhaps at
a momenr"s notice? Has the world changed so
disastrousl)' rhat JUSt at a time when the

ma)' make to change the face of India, he will
inevitably find himself enmeshed in problems
growing out of the masses of population, the
numerous languages and dialects and the ap
palling ignorance and superstitions of the
people."

Suppose for the word "India" in that pas
sage you substitute the words "Roman Em
pire," and does not the Bishop's description
suit exactly the situation that confronted the
Apostles in the beginning? Did they not
have to meet the same difficulties and deal
with the same problems? They succeeded.
It took them three hundred years to get the
upper hand, but they won in the end! \'V'hat
was their policy? How did they handle the
"problems growing out of the masses of popu
lation, the numerous languages and dialects,
and the appalling ignorance and superstitions
of the people" of the Roman Empire? Now
here is the point-they made no compromise
with the heathen! With them, it was "Jesus
onl)'." One of the chief perils to the Chris
tian religion in India today is right here.
The so·called "intellectuals," men like Gandhi
and Tagore, morally good men and earnest
reformers, would gladly give Jesus a chief
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its tributaries alone furnishing more than 60,
000 miles of navigable waters, with railroads
pushing their way into the far interior, with
many thousands of this generous and relig
iously inclined people already wedded to the
evangelical cause, why should we not face the
future with optimism? There is every reason
to take courage and go forward. Undoubt
edly the future of Christianity in Brazil glows .
with the promise of the morning.

Christian world powers seem to have arrived
at the climax of their superiority, their foreign
missions are less safe, can less rely on their
continuity than during all the turmoil of the
nineteenth century?

Of course these are background facts. Yet
missionary leaders would be very short
sighted if they had not the courage to look
them straight in the face. We are matter of
fact people. We will not illusion ourselves
with faint hopes. Yet our missionary policy
must of course be reconsidered fundamentally
in view of the changed situation.

This is the first of a series of three ar
ticles by Dr. Richter, discussing three
aspects of the present missionary situa
tion of the \Vorld. Other subjects to
follow are: "Secularism" and "/fave
We a aospelP"

place as a spiritual leader; but do not ac
knowledge Him as the Saviour of men.

I AM especially glad that Bishop Leonard
tells the plain truth about Gandhi. He

says: "Gandhi has been definitely influenced
by Christianity. He once said, 'There was a
time when I was wavering between Hinduism
and Christianity.' His favorite hymn is 'Lead
Kindly Light.' He has made it easier for
Christianity in India. He is without doubt the
idol of the people. But let it be borne in
mind that Gandhi is a Hindu, although in
some respects an unorthodox Hindu. He pre
fers the Bhagavad Gita to the New Testament.
He calls himself a Sanatan Hindu because he
believes in the Vedas and Hindu Scriptures,
avatara (incarnation) and rebirth. He be
lieves in and advocates caSte,:.although he is
opposed to the caste of the untouchables, He
believes in the protection of the cow, and
like Tagore, is strictly opposed to idol wor
ship. In face of all this, how can he be
called a Christian? It is one thing for a per
son to admire the life and character of Jesus,
and quite another to fall at His feet and err
out, 'My Lord and my God!' It is most un-

fortunate that statements have been made on
certain platforms in America conveying the
idea that Gandhi is a Christian. We all wish
he were, but the fact remains he is not,"

I N his last message in London before sail
ing for India, E. Stanley Jones said he

was going back to tell the people of India
that Jesus is not "a" saviour, but "the"
Saviour of the world; and he realized that
he was going to his Gethsemane! So did the
goodly company of the martrys and confessors
under the Roman Emperors; but their "blood"
became "the seed of the Church." It is
"Jesus only" who can save India.

Bishop Leonard says: "The Christian reo
ligion, though numbering but five millions,
is becoming increasingly influential and is
making a profound impression on all phases
of Indian life:' He assures us that the mis
sionary work in India is eminently worthy of
our confidence and sUppOrt.

[ The World in a Word]

T HE Social Service Commission of the
Federal Council of Churches of Christ
in America has expressed to President

Hoover the concern of the Churches regard
ing conditions in the textile industry.
Congress will be memorialized for a special
government commission to study the problem.
(J: The Jewish agency constitution, insuring
inclusion of non-Zionist Jews in the rehabili
tation of Palestine, was adopted at Zurich by
the sixteenth Zionist Congress. (J: Sir Roben
Baden-Powell, International Boy Scout Chief,
has received from an American banker fifty
thousand dollars for promoting friendship
among bo}'s. (J: At a recent conference of the
American Philosophical Society man's age
was placed at certainly several hundred thou
sand years and perhaps a million. It was
agreed that an exact determination was im
possible until more complete geologic investi
gations have been made. (J: A gift of $500,
000 has made possible the first National Con
ference of Child Health since 1909: The con
ference will be attended by delegates from all
the great welfare organizations and federal,
state and municipal health authorities. The
work of the conference will be under the di
rection of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary
of the Interior. (J: With the object of bring
ing seamen of all nations into closer religious
harmony, the Rev. J. E. Rodcliff, ship chap·
lain, has organized the "Apostleship of the
Sea Society." He hopes to establish missions
for seamen in all partS of the world. (J: The
National Tuberculosis Association says:
"Tuberculosis gains among girls, due to
smoking, late hours and inadequate diet in
order to reduce; victims of 'flapper age';
death rate, 50 per cent greater than among
boys five )'ears ago, is now shown to be 100
per cent higher." (J: Iceland is about to cele
brate the anniversary of the establishment of
its Parliament, the thousandth anniversary of
its attainment of parliamentary government,
In the year 930 A. D. its legislative assembly,
the "Althing," was organized, and, though its
powers have been altered at times, it has been
in continuous existence for a thousand years.
It has recently come into almost complete
autonomy, subject with Denmark to the same
king. (J: The British Government has direct-
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Among the New Books
By E. H. Rawlings

ed the Post Office to refuse all advertisements
in connection' with the sale or manufacture of
beer or spirits. Questioned as to this decision
by Sir W. Davison (Kensington), Mrs. Lees·
Smith replied that the Government considers
it ine,,-pedient that advertisements should be
displayed in Post Office publications or in
Post Office properties which are obnoxious to
a considerable section of the public. fI Are·

T HE HUMANITY OF GOD. By John
Wright Buckham, D. D. Harper & Bros.

Dr. John Wright Buckham, the author, a
Congregational preacher, was trained in
Andover Theological Seminary, and since
1903 has been professor of Christian Theology
in the Pacific School of Religion. The tide of
the book was originally "The Fatherhood of
God and the Modern Mind," but in "The
Impatience of the Parson," Dr. Buckham finds
a phrase that seems better to his purpose,
"The Humanity of God." His reason for
going into the intricacies of a question that
might have been accepted by the simple faith
of a child is that this question will not let
us alone, and if it should be charged that life
for him had been easy, and so he had not
had firSt hand knowledge of the darker prob.
lems involved in the discussion of God's
Fatherhood, he writes that while his life has
been filled w.ith advantage and opportuniry
and all manner of good, it has not been
wholly exempt from a share in those adver
sities and perplexities that make the Father·
hood of God seem sometimes a remote and
impossible fancy.

The book was written originally as a series
of lectures to be giveen before the Divinity
School of Doshisha Universitty of Japan.
Later he found it was impossible for him to
make that visit. He used some of the chap·
ters in a seminar in the School of Religion,
and the interest of the students in the dis
cussion gready encouraged him in the com·
pletion of the volume.

The Fatherhood of God is the best symbol
of our relationship to the Deity, and, he
thinks, more than a symbol. Its foregleams
in every religion become faith in the teaching
and life of Jesus Christ.

Dr. Buckham seeks to adjust the doctrine,
the theology, philosophy, natural sin and
mysticism. He discusses the things that seem
inconsistent with faith in the Divine Father·
hood, and in his conclusion frankly confesses
that the discussion leaves many questions un
solved. Nature is still an enigma, humanity
continues a problem, personality is our best
guess, he thinks, and an "on the whole"
Judgment, gained by intuition, supported by
faith, ratified by reason and realized in Jesus
Christ, he thinks is a sufficient ground for
confidence in the Fatherhood of God.

T HE COSMIC RAY IN LITERATURE.
By Lewis Thurber Guild. Cokesbury

Press. Price $2.00.
Rev. Lewis Thurber Guild is superintend.

ent of the Los Angeles District, Methodist
Episcopal Church, and secretary Los Angeles
Missionary and Church Extension Society,
M. E. Church.
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port adopted at the convention of the Com
mercial Law League at Montreal, Quebec, de
clares that immigration laws should be amend
ed so that only those will be admitted who
will make good citizens, and that if this is
not done, popular government in the United
States may become a thing of the past before
the end of the present century.

While Dr. Guild writes for a teaching min
istry, interpreting literature, life and Jesus of
Nazareth, it can truly be said that he writes
for all who wish to face the inexorable facts
of life and to have a living faith. Through
the use of essays, quotations and shrewd and
masterful interpretations, Dr. Guild paints
eternal truths to a changing world.

In this book Dr. Guild interprets such mas
terpieces as Jean Valjean, Hamlet, Macbeth,
the Raven and Gomer.

"The purpose of the book," says'Dr. Thur
ber, "is not to engage in any theological duel,
but to be useful to earnest souls. Behind the
draperies of things seen are the spiritual reali
ties of the unseen, and when the time of
wresding is past we shall cling abour the
Mysterious One and find that his name is
Love, and that before his face, day breaks
and the shadows Bee away:'

The thought of the book is that the love
and truth of God our Father are like "light
rhat must pass through soiled glasses, imper
fect lenses, that refractions and rays of dark
ness have interfered, and that the things it
revealed were but imperfectly interpreted and
understood. Yet the race has crept upward,
and as individuals groped for the great altar
stairs, they have become conscious of the
divine compassion:'

And the conclusion: "The personality of
God, who is light, and in whom is no dark
ness, filtered through the broken arcs, the
confusion of human relations, the complex of
sex, of parenthood, childship, streams in
filtered radiance upon the rugged path of his
struggling, imperfect children. God's lovl; is
the eternal cosmic ray, penetrating every depth
and working in creative power in every life:'

BELIEFS THAT MATTER. By William
Adams Brown. Charles Scribner's Sons.

Price $2.75.
, "Beliefs That Matter" is a statement as
plain as the author can make it of what he
believes may be a practicable faith for the
men and women of today. Theology, Dr.
Brown thinks, is coming to its own, and its
importance lies in the fact that it helps us
to define the beliefs that make a difference
in life. Chapter I tells why religion cannot
dispense with belief, and in the succeeding
chapters the author tells us "what to believe"
about oneself, the world we live in, Jesus,
the cro~s, God, the Church, the Bible, the
sacrament and immortality. There is a
bibliography for those who wish to carry
their reading further along lines suggested
by the text, and an index for easy reference.
The' reader who will take time to study the
book as he reads it will find much to help
him to a surer grounding of his faith.

SIMPLIFIED TRUTH FOR YOUNG
AND OLD. By Richard W. Lewis.

Hamilton Brothers, Boston. Price $1.50.
A volume of sermons for children by Dr.

Richard W. Lewis, late Dean of Bible at
John Brown College, and an evangelist who
has specialized for a quarter of a century in
speaking in simple language to children and
young people. These simple sermons or
"talks" have been given in oral form by Dr.
Lewis practically all over the United States to
children, young people and parenes; and are
printed in response to a demand from par
ents, preachers, teachers and others who have
wished to follow th'is plan of reaching youth
with the saving gospel. The style is pur
posely easy, natural and common·place, the
author believing that the very unusualness of
such language in printed form will constitute
in a large 'measure the appeal of the book.

S
IX MISSION STUDY BOOKS FOR

CHILDREN. Friendship Press. Price
each $1.00, cloth; 75c, paper.

The above is not the tide of a series, but
is intended only to designate the nature of
the books described below. These books are
in the list of the Missionary Education Move
ment this year for reading and graded mis
sion study. They may be grouped under
three heads, as follows:

1. Books on the Philippines:
Primary-FILIPINO PLAYMATES, by

Jean Moore Cavell. A book for the use of
the teacher, the first section describing the
life of children in the Philippines through
the adventures of a small Filipino boy and
his sister, the second section containing sug
gestions for the leader in presenting these
stories.

J u n i a r - JEWELS THE GIANT
DROPPED, by Edith Eberle and Grace Mc
Gavran. Stories centering around Filipino
children. Also in two sections, as above.

Intermediate-SEVEN THOUSAND EM
ERALDS, by Frank C. Laubach. True stories
of heroes of the Philippines, both Filipino
and American, for American youth of the
intermediate grade to interpret Filipino yourh.
An attractive map of the Philippines is pre
sented on the inside covers.

II. Books on Mexicans in the United
States.

PrimarRAFAEL AND CONSUELO,
by Florence Crannell Means and Harriet L.
Fullen. Along the same line as FILIPINO
PLAYMATES, with the stories centering
around two Mexican children living in the
United States.

Junior-JUMPING BEANS. Stories built
around the life and adventures of the Sando
vals, a Mexican family who, after roaming
from place to place with the crops in the
United States, are finally able to Stop "jump
ing" and settle down on a small farm of
their own in Mexico. In the second section
the course is thoroughly planned and worked
our for the teacher.

III. Home Missions.
Intermediates-PIONEERS OF GOOD

WILL, by Harold B. Hunting. Fascinating
sketches of twelve great men who have been
pioneers in the general field of home mis
sions, including the realm of business and
cduaction, as well as the ministry.

Of the above books, two, PIONEERS OF
<;:i00D WILL and RAFAEL AND CON-
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WM. H. DIETZ,
20 E. Randolph St. Chicago, III.

with outcropping traits and expressions of
thought. He does not anempt to explain, as
much as clarify and define. He seeks to with
hold his conviCtions as far as possible, al
though he is strongly inclined, he says, "to
favor the modes of worship and beliefs of
the Religious Society of Friends and to agree
with the adherents of what is now known as
the Religion of the Spirit, in contrast with
all religions of authority.

Dr. Dresser dips into all systems, and
draws from all sources, intending, as he says,
lo make it an empirical study without taking
sides. The reader wishes often that the many
ideas covering so vast and interesting a field
of speculation and interest had been bener
digested and that the author had taken sides
in presenting somewhat· more definitely his
own conclusions for the reader.

SUELO, are on the approved .Mission Stud}'
list of our Board. All are excellent, and the
teacher who follows the suggestions outlined
should have a thoroughl}' interested class and
a "mighty good time."

O UTLINES OF THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
RELIGION. By Horatio \"i!. Drcsser.

Thomas Y. Crowell Company. Price $3.00.
Dr. Dresser is a Ph.D. of Harvard, was

from 1903 lo 1911 assistant in philosophy
in Harvard, and was later professor, editor,
audlOr. Some of his recent books are: His
lory of Allcie1ll and Mediaeval Philosophy,
Hislory of J'fodem Philosophy, Ps)'Chology ill
Theory and Application. The aim of this
volume is to correlate and analyze the lead
ing lOpics of importance to the theologians
as well as psychologists, such as: The Field
of Religion; Principles of Psychological
Study; \"i!orship; Prayer, Faith, etc., etc.

"\"i!ithin thc last quarter of a century," Dr.
Dresser says in his preface, "the psychology
of religion has become a subject which has
had a big appeal to students of science as
well as theologians. II occupies a highly in
teresting intermediate field in which ways
diverge fot exploration of the science. his
toty, comparative study and philosophy of
religion. One need not be an adhetent of any
one of the gteat religions, to engagc in the
investigation to advantage. Nor need one de
cide between the several types of psychology
advocatcd in our day, save for purposes of
this study."

In psychology he follows largely William
James. The author's approach is throughout
that of the anal}'st who is concerned only

"111.I·nt II
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Sunday School

Supplies

Our C::J.talogue is a
"Trc3surc Mine"

Fr~e to all
Sund.y School

Teach... Dnd Officen

The House of a Thou
sand Things for the
Church and Sunday-

school.

C2~~9.~§~~!!~~rtd
us!!' thl. cleanl, method. Btnd ror Cat,lot
and Sperlal OrTtr. GlalSes S1.00 doz. Low
prices on Collection and Bre:ad Plate!. Pallor'. Slek·
room Outnts. 65.000 ehureh~ use our Rerv:lttl
THOMAS COMMUNION SERVICE. 00.410. Lima. 0

Study Missions
at Home

You can earn a Diploma in
Missions and a Graduate Di
ploma in Missionary Education
by pursuing the Correspond
ence Courses offered by the
Board of Missions. AlI courses
are standard and are prepared
aJ1d directed by a highly trained
faculty.

Enroll today. Prepare for
missionary leadership in your
Church. There are no tuition
charges. Address:

Elmer T. Clark, Dean
Doctors' Bldg.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, WRITB

(J: When writing for information please
give your age. This is IMPORTANfI

TennesseeNashville

J. F. RAWLS, Treasurer
General Work, Board of Missions

M. E. Church, South
Box 510

PROTECTION
AGAINST OLD AGE

Your gift in the form of an
annuity wilI purchase an income
that will not shrink.

Annuity bonds of the Board of
Missions represent an investment
of the highest type-the work of
the Kingdom.

The annuity bonds of the Board
of Missions will be issued in ex
change for cash, bonds. stocks,
and partial cash payments.

Annuity
~~Bonds~~

J

"ST,-LOUIS
tBtl II'<! PIN[' OpeOl'd M.tl918·1501'100ms

I\ANSAS CITY
Od.tWYANDOTT[ Jr t1t,1tea1l 01,4",.r..a· ,00 IloarIs

SAN ANTONIO
" OTY cJ CH.AAM 0" the OLD ~PANI~tl TlWL

LAREDO
ON TIlE RIO GAANOE In 'TEXAS

RIGHT ON;"mX1ON
1lOROEJ\. J

A MATTEn ~.I~NOf'-1Y:'
11.99

'WI: OllOn OUR TOP RATE
EYfRV ROoM WITH PRIVATf~AT"

AND C(ILIN" FANS

Pfl\cY TYRRD.L
,., ••Ot ....
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Missionary Voice
Adds Eight Pages
In Rotogravure

With this issue The Missionary Voice adds an eight-page Rotogravure pic
ture insert similar to the inserts carried by the finest magazines of the
country.

The Missionary Voice thus enters a class by itself, without a peer or com
petitor in its field. No other religious periodical in the world has the
Rotogravure picture feature.

The Missionary Voice has long enjoyed the largest individually paid cir
culation of any denominational journal in America except possibly a Sun
day School periodical or two. It grows and expands on its own merits; it has
no subsidies, no special appropriations, no deficits.

No other religious magazine is like it-in content, quality, appearance, or
popularity. Every Methodist should read such a journal.

Subscription $1.00 per Year
If you subscribe before March 1st, you may secure The Missionary Voice
one year for 75c. This special offer will positively not be made again. You
must act now!

========ADDRESS========

THE MISSIONARY VOICE
Doctors' Building, Nashville, Tenn.
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